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Welcome to the Full Compass Catalog for Spring/Summer 2011.  The following 24 pages have been specifically designed to highlight 
products of interest for our Educational customers. In this supplement you will find a selection of classroom products, special 
software, science lab and music room furnishings which go beyond the scope of our regular catalog listings.

To see even more products than we can represent in the limited pages of this catalog, please visit us online at fullcompass.com or 
call a Sales Pro at 800-356-5844 for assistance and sales quotations.  We have also produced a special supplement for our House 
of Worship customers, available for download on our web site.  fullcompass.com/publications

We hope you find this catalog and the 24-page Education Market supplement useful. 
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AZDEN IR-CS/IR-WS INFRARED 
CLASSROOM SYSTEMS In today’s 
RF saturated world a regular (VHF or 
UHF) microphone system risks inter-
ference from a variety of other devices 
and sources. This infrared (IR) system is perfect for classroom audio, since, unlike 
the other systems, IR is short-range, cannot penetrate walls, and is line-of-sight. This 
means that a school can have as many classrooms as desired with individual audio 
systems, without fear of interference. Since it is dual-channel, the teacher can have 
one microphone and a second person can also have a microphone. In addition, since 
each class-room system is on the same pair of channels, teachers can go from room to 
room without having to switch microphones. Although you can purchase components 
separately to customize your own system, there are 2 pre-configured systems for 
ceiling-mount or wall-mounted speaker situations. The IRR30P receiver has 2 aux 
inputs to connect line level devices (CD/MP3 players, VCRs, etc), and a line level 
output jack. For bigger rooms up to 3 additional external IR sensors can be attached. 
With all 4 speakers attached, sound is spread equally throughout the room, allowing 
students to hear equally.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
Complete Classroom Systems (just add speaker wiring)
IR-CS .............IR wireless/ceiling-mount speaker system w/ 1 IRR-30P receiver w/

power supply, 1 IRN-10 transmitter/mic, 1 IRH-15c handheld transmitter, 
1 IRD-60 sensor, 4 ACS-6.5 speakers, 2 BC-29 AC/DC chargers, 
and 4 IHR-3U AA NiMH batteries ................................................................ 875.52

IR-WS.............IR wireless/wall-mount speaker system w/1 IRR-30P receiver w/
power supply, 1 IRN-10 transmitter/mic, 1 IRH-15c handheld transmitter, 
1 IRD-60 sensor, 4 AWS-4.5 speakers, 2 BC-29 AC/DC chargers, 
and 4 IHR-3U AA NiMH batteries ................................................................ 802.56

Components
IRR-30P .........Dual-channel powered receiver w/power supply, 5W x4 @ 4ohms ......... 328.32
IRR-30 ...........Dual-channel receiver w/power supply ................................................... 291.84
IRN-10 ...........Dual-channel selectable neck worn transmitter/uni-directional mic combo . 109.44
IRH-15C .........Dual-channel selectable handheld transmitter w/uni-directional head . 170.24
IRD-30 ...........3-diode external wall mounted IR sensor .................................................. 55.82
IRD-60 ...........6-diode external wall mounted dome IR sensor 

(uses RG59, 75-ohm coaxial cable) .......................................................... 98.00
ACS-6.5 ..........6.5" drop-ceiling mountable coaxial speaker (each) ................................ 33.49
AWS-4.5 .........4.5" wall mountable 2-way speaker (pair), includes brackets .................. 31.01
APS-25 ...........AC-powered speaker – can use 1 or 2 APS-IR receivers ......................... 151.16
1HR-3U ..........“AA” NiMH – 2000mAh rechargeable battery, each .................................. 11.20
BC-27.............AC/DC power supply for IRR-15 and IRR-30 ............................................. 22.40
BC-29.............AC/DC recharger for IRB-10c .................................................................... 26.14
BC-30.............AC/DC power supply for IRR-30P .............................................................. 37.34

ATLAS SOUND AL2430-2PH CLASSROOM 
SECURITY & SOUND REINFORCEMENT SYSTEM 
This system is designed for use in K-12 and higher edu-
cation facilities or where a room constrained public 
address system is required. The system consists of 
an amplifier/receiver, wireless microphones, and docking station. It is designed to 
allow the teacher and students to walk freely around the room with the infrared 
microphones/system control units and project their voices through installed speak-
ers. The AL2430 pendant/handheld microphone transmitter allows teachers to control 
microphone volume, overall system volume and mute settings via side-mounted soft 
touch controls. When transmitter is configured for “student” mode operation, the 
transmitter functions as a wireless microphone only without the control features. Its 
receiver/amplifier provides intuitive control of all system components and includes 
inputs to accommodate most any multimedia source. The charging station includes 
a dock section to charge 2 pendant transmitters and 4 AA rechargeable batteries 
simultaneously. Unit may be wall mounted via integral keyhole slots or shelf mounted 
for easy accessibility. Up to 3 infrared dome sensors may be used with the AL2430 
receiver/amplifier to extend wireless coverage (2 are included with the system).
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE         
AL2430-2PH .............. Includes 2 pendant/handheld transmitters, charging station, 

receiver/amplifier, 2 IR receiver domes w/cables, rechargeable 
batteries, and power supplies ................................................... 1084.50

AL2430-2PH-SD4 ...... Same as above plus 4 Atlas Sound SD72W loudspeakers, 
4 81-8 Tile Bridges, 4 CS95-8 Enclosures and 100' of plenum rated 
18/2 speaker cable (Loudspeaker system is UL Listed for use 
in air handling (plenum) spaces per UL2043 standard ............ 1220.50

AL-HSM ..................... Headset w/mic .............................................................................. 50.27
AL-DOME ................... Infrared dome sensor .................................................................... 51.50  

DUKANE AUDIO ENHANCEMENT 
SYSTEMS Audio Enhancement’s 
teardrop-shaped microphone hangs 
like a necklace to capture and deliver 
clear sound. The mic operates for 8 hours; no external battery or belt pack required. 
At the end of the day the pendant mic or hand held mic can be inserted into a charging 
stand and fully charged by the next morning. The IR signals are confined to the class-
room and thus adjacent rooms can be operating with identical equipment without any 
interference or special settings. A second mic channel is also available in each room. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE         
1000-0001 .....Achiever system w/dome receiver, 20W receiver/amp, teacher mic, 

4 ceiling speakers, 50ft hook up cable & wires .................................... 1395.00
1000-0002 .....Achiever system w/dome receiver, 20W receiver/amp, teacher mic, 

4 wall speakers, 50ft hook up cable & wires ........................................ 1395.00
1000-0004 .....Achiever system w/dome receiver, 20W receiver/amp, teacher & 

hand mics, 4 ceiling speakers, 50ft hook up cable & wires ................. 1595.00
1000-0005 .....Achiever system w/dome receiver, 20W receiver/amp, teacher & 

hand mics, 4 wall speakers, 50ft hook up cable & wires ..................... 1595.00
1000-0061 .....Achiever system w/dome receiver, 20W receiver/amp, teacher mic, 

50ft hook up cable (No speakers) ......................................................... 1295.00
1000-0101 .....Ultimate2 system w/dome receiver, 50W receiver/amp, teacher mic, 

4 ceiling speakers, 50ft hook up cable & wires .................................... 1595.00
1000-0102 .....Ultimate2 system w/dome receiver, 50W receiver/amp, teacher mic, 

4 wall speakers, 50ft hook up cable & wires ........................................ 1595.00
1000-0104 .....Ultimate2 system w/dome receiver, 50W receiver/amp, teacher & 

hand mics, 4 ceiling speakers, 50ft hook up cables & wires................ 1795.00
1000-0105 .....Ultimate2 system w/dome receiver, 50W receiver/amp, teacher & 

hand mics, 4 wall speakers, 50ft hook up cable & wires ..................... 1795.00
1000-0138 .....Ultimate2 system w/dome receiver, 50W receiver/amp, teacher mic, 

50ft hook up cable (No speakers) ......................................................... 1495.00
CS-07 .............Charging stand, holds both lavaliere neck mic & handheld mic ............ 128.00

DUKANE CONVEY ACLICK SYSTEM 
With the AClick system, students use remote 
"clickers" to respond to questions displayed 
on a screen or whiteboard. This system deliv-
ers questions in formative, summative, ad 
hoc or web-driven formats. Every student 
participates in learning and sees how they're 
doing with instant feedback while Convey 
displays group results on screen. Teachers 
control what the class sees. The AClick handheld remote "clicker" is ergonomically 
designed with solid construction for classroom use and employs RF technology for 
dependable, individualized interaction between teacher and students.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE         
SRS-KIT32 ................. Kit w/32 AClick remotes, RF Base Station, carry case, 

batteries & Convey software ..................................................... 2345.06
SRS-KIT26 ................. Kit w/26 AClick remotes, RF Base Station, carry case, 

batteries & Convey software ..................................................... 1973.81
SRS-KIT24 ................. Kit w/24 AClick remotes, RF Base Station, carry case, 

batteries & Convey software ..................................................... 1887.19
SRS-SINGLE .............. Single AClick remote w/batteries .................................................. 68.06
SRSBASE1-USB ......... RF base station w/USB cable ...................................................... 246.26

1000-0001

HAMILTON-BUHL USB TRANSFER EXPRESS 
An economical way to copy large amounts of data 
from one USB drive to 15 targets at the same time 
and vice versa. USB 2.0 compatible to ensure fast 
transfer speed. A stand-alone system that does 
not require a PC. Utilizes FAT, FAT32, VFAT, and ext 2 file formats. Copy speed is up to 
480Mb/sec to all 15 targets simultaneously. Supports MP3/WMA/WMV/WAV/ASF files. 
Use any combination of USB2.0 compatible data devices – flash drives, SD/CF cards, 
USB2.0 HDDs, MP3 players, and more. Daisy-chain an additional unit for up to 30 tar-
gets total. Erase functionality erases multiple memory sticks simultaneously. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE         
USB-TEXP.......1 source to 15 target USB drive duplication system, duplicator only ..... 799.00
EDU-CAST.......Kit, USB-TEXP with 16 – 1GB MP3 Players ........................................... 1210.92

Our Sales Pros will provide you with the solutions you need. Honesty and Value
since 1971
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LISTEN  LISTENPOINT™ AUDIO 
SYSTEM An easy way to incorporate 
audio structure into a classroom, train-
ing facility, courtroom, meeting room, 
multi-purpose rooms and more. It can 
be used as a simple sound system or can be 
interfaced with a Listen FM or IR assistive listening 
system, telephone conferencing equipment, com-
puter for VOIP/Skype™ conference calls, external 
paging, third party control, or a DVD player. The 
LPT-C2 Control Unit features 2 stereo inputs and 
RS232. The LPT-C6 control adds 2 more stereo 
inputs, stereo aux output, balanced audio I/O, and 
direct T-Con I/O. Both control units integrate with 
the room modules via Cat-5e cable. Room modules feature a paging input, 6-12VDC 
input, relay output, 2 remote sensor inputs, and speaker outputs.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
LPT-S1-01 ......Basic System (M1 mic kit, C2 control unit, R12 room module) ..............1021.99 
LPT-S2-01 ......Standard System (M1 mic kit, C6 control unit, 

four 6" ceiling mounted speakers, and R12 room module) ....................1444.90
LPT-S3-01 ......Performance System (2 M1 mic kits, C6 control unit, 

four 6" ceiling mounted speakers, and R14 room module) ....................1859.90
LPT-S4-01 ......Advanced System (M1 mic kits, C6 control unit,

four 6" ceiling mounted speakers, and R24 room module) ....................2557.90
LPT-M1...........M1 microphone kit (microphone, Li-ion rechargeable battery, 

charging station and clips) .....................................................................299.00
LPT-C2-01......Control unit, standard .............................................................................249.00
LPT-C6-01......Control unit, advanced ............................................................................399.00
LPT-R2 ...........Room module (2 mic max/ no power amp), 1 speaker out .......................399.00
LPT-R4 ...........Room module (4 mic max/ no power amp), 1 speaker out .......................499.00
LPT-R12 .........Powered room module (2 mic max/ 60W), 4 speaker out .........................449.00
LPT-R14 .........Powered room module (4 mic max/ 60W), 4 speaker out .........................549.00
LPT-R22-01....High powered room module (2 mic max/ 120W), 4 speaker out ...............549.00
LPT-R24-01....High powered room module (4 mic max/ 120W), 4 speaker out ...............649.00
LPT-A104 .......6" ceiling speaker ......................................................................................49.99
LPT-A104-P....6" plenum-rated ceiling speaker ...............................................................79.99
LPT-A105 .......8" ceiling speaker ......................................................................................69.99
LPT-A106 .......5" wallmount speaker ................................................................................59.99  

R12

M1

M1
IN USE

C2

REVOLABS CLASSROOM 
WIRELESS AMPLIFICATION 
SYSTEM This system comes 

with everything needed to install an amplification 
system in a classroom environment, including 2 
speakers with wall mounts, a transmitter/receiver, 
the Revolabs RF Armor wireless microphone, a charger base and all of the cables 
needed to install the system. The small and ultra light wearable wireless microphone 
is impervious to GSM noise from cell phones, PDAs, and features an accessible mute 
button. It is rechargeable and the battery provides 8hrs of talk time. The wall mount 
speakers feature a 5.25" woofer, .5" tweeter, have a frequency response of 60Hz to 
20kHz, 30W of amplification, and are available in black or white.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE         
01-CLASSRM-BLK...... Wireless system w/black speakers .............................................. 802.31
01-CLASSRM-WHT..... Wireless system w/white speakers .............................................. 802.31
01-CLASSRM-11........ Wireless system, no speakers ...................................................... 693.63

TEACHLOGIC MAXIM II INFRARED WIRELESS 
MICROPHONE SOUND SYSTEM Designed for 
small presentation environments, Maxim II is the 
perfect solution for classrooms, secure classified briefing areas or any learning 
area up to 2,500 sq. ft. Trouble-free infrared wireless communication is free from 
outside interference (will not transmit through walls). The base station features 2 
16W amplifiers, built-in dual-channel wireless infrared receiver, 5-band equalizer, 3 
stereo auxiliary inputs (line level) with +12db gain control for added sensitivity to 
facilitate various media inputs. Each system includes a drop-in battery charging sta-
tion, dome sensor with 50' cable, and a choice of 4 (CS-4) ceiling speakers with tile 
bridge or a pair of two-way speakers with wall mount and shelf mount brackets. The 
intercom page override will mute all inputs and pass the page to additional classroom 
speakers connected to the Maxim II amplifier. The base station is rackmountable.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE         
IRM-4000 .......System with body-pack transmitter (IRB-30) with choice of mic (collar, 

headset, lapel, plug-in), and drop-in battery charger (BRC-30) .......... 1012.10
IRM-4100 .......System with pendant transmitter (IRT-89) with 

plug-in mic (LM-300) and drop-in battery charger (BRC-101) ............. 1012.10
IRM-4200 .......System with 2 pendant transmitters (IRT-89) with plug-in 

mics (LM-300) and drop-in battery charger (BRC-202) ....................... 1189.39
IRM-4300 .......System with handheld microphone (IRH-30N) 

and drop-in battery charger (BRC-30) .................................................. 1012.10
IRM-4400 .......System with crescent transmitter/microphone (IRT-30) 

and drop-in battery charger (BRC-50) .................................................. 1012.10
IRM-4500 .......System with handheld microphone (IRH-30N) and body-pack 

transmitter (IRB-30) with choice of microphone (collar, headset, 
lapel, plug-in), and drop-in battery charger (BRC-30) ......................... 1189.38

IRM-4600 .......System with handheld microphone (IRH-30N) and pendant 
transmitter (IRT-89) with plug-in microphone (LM-300) 
and drop-in battery charger (BRC-202) ................................................ 1189.38

IRM-4700 .......System with 2 handheld microphones (IRH-30N) 
drop-in battery charger (BRC-30) ......................................................... 1189.38

IRM-4800 .......System with 2 body-pack transmitters (IRB-30) with choice of mics 
(collar, headset, lapel, plug-in), and drop-in battery charger (BRC-30) ..1189.39

IRM-4900 .......System with handheld mic (IRH-30N) and crescent transmitter/ 
microphone (IRT-30) and drop-in battery charger (BRC-50) ................ 1189.38

WM-2 .............2 speakers and wall mount/book shelf brackets, w/ cables ................... 107.16 

MIPRO MA101ACT WIRELESS 
CLASSROOM PA SYSTEM Lets 

instructors carry their own wireless mic from one class-
room with wireless speakers to another similar room. Upon 
entering a room, you can turn that room’s system on or off 
or adjust its volume. You can also play a CD or MP3 player 
through the speaker by connecting it to the wireless mic, 
which can be used as a handheld mic, a neck-worn lanyard 
mic, or in conjunction with a hands-free headset mic. Features 100 built-in UHF 
frequencies, 30W RMS output and wall/ceiling mounting capabilities.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MA101ACT-SYSTEM ... Wireless classroom PA system, includes MA101ACT speaker, 

MT101ACT multi-function remote control/wireless mic, 
and MP101ACT microphone charger ........................................... 463.58

8MS11 ....................... Wall mounting bracket for MA101ACT ........................................... 14.78         
PC11 ......................... Field remote frequency programmer ............................................ 507.05
MA101AXP................. Passive extension speaker ........................................................... 159.36 

HAMILTON-BUHL STUDY BUDDY 
DIGITAL FLASH CARD READER / 
RECORDER Ideal for the K-12 market, 
this system is an electronic, interactive, 
and customizable learning system based 
on your curriculum. It utilizes both visual 
and auditory cues to reinforce learning. Create a lesson or activity in minutes that 
meets the needs of individuals or small groups of students. Using dry-erase pens, 
photographs, graphics and/or original artwork that is prepared on reusable electronic 
cards, teachers can record an accompanying voice instruction that is unique for each 
card. By combining voice and graphics, student learners can work independently with 
the card sets on a variety of topics. Each card can record up to 10 seconds of audio. 
Ideal for foreign language labs due to the auditory cues. Please see a PDF on our 
website for a curriculum guide.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE         
STBDY1 ..........Flash card reader kit, includes one audio card reader, 

36 re-usable, double sided flash cards, maximum memory 
is 72 cards, runs on 3 AAA batteries (not included) ................................. 30.98

GPSTB-6.........Flash card reader kit, includes six audio card readers, 216 re-usable, 
double sided flash cards, maximum memory is 72 cards (per reader), 
runs on 3 AAA batteries (not included) ................................................... 185.88

RBLE36 ..........One pack of 36 re-useable cards for STBDY1 or GPSTB6 ............................ 6.67
WRN36 ...........One pack of 36 write-on cards for STBDY1 or GPSTB6 ............................... 9.10  

LPT-A106

LPT-A104
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BUHL LYTEBOARD 78" INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD 
Using IR Technology, this interactive whiteboard can rec-
ognize a multitude of writing objects, including a stylus, 
pointer, dry-erase marker or even a finger. The polymer 
coated PVC surface provides a very durable surface mate-
rial that requires very little maintenance. The IR sensing technology is completely 
enclosed in the frame of the board; protected by a cover that is resistant to dust, 
oil, water and ambient light interference. The included DrawView software is quick 
and intuitive to learn, compatible with a variety of formats (PowerPoint 2003 & 2007, 
Word, Flash, etc.) and provides integration of video, animation, and graphics into les-
sons and presentations. System requirements are Windows XP/VISTA/7, Pentium IV 
1Ghz, 512MB RAM and 300MB hard disk space (Windows only).
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
LYTEBOARD78 ...............78" interactive whiteboard w/DrawView software (Win)......... 1392.50
LYTEBOARD78-STAND ...Rolling floor stand for LyteBoard78 ......................................... 186.25

DUKANE LEADERBOARD 77S 
DIGITAL WHITEBOARD The 
77S LeaderBoard by Dukane is an 
advanced digital board that cre-
ates a large interactive projection 
screen when connected to a PC 
and data video projector. The 
teacher or presenter controls the 
computer by touching the board surface with their finger or a stylus. Mouse control 
functions and annotation are made possible with a touch, enabling the presenter to 
stay in front of the audience while running any software program. It has 15 permanent 
keys on the board for quick access to annotation, files, and presentation tools and 
a pressure sensitive surface for finger touch operation. It features intuitive screen 
capture, viewing, retrieval methods, and Simple method for modifying the annotation 
pen color and erase width. It includes EasiTeach Starter Interactive software and 
Virtual WhiteBoard software to quickly capture and retrieve written ideas. It comes 
with 6 dry erase markers, stylus, cloth, mounting brackets and adapters, USB adapter 
and cable. Windows 98/2000/XP compatible.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
LB77S........................ 57.5" x 44.5" digital whiteboard ............................................... 1495.00
ST77S ........................ Optional mobile stand ................................................................. 691.76

DUKANE AIRSLATE 3 This wireless annotation and 
mouse control pad with Convey Notes software gives 
presenters maximum audience interaction by allowing the 
freedom to move around the room during presentation. 
Features simple setup and operation, 8"x 6" working area, 
precise cordless pen that functions as a mouse and stores 
on top of tablet, 16 customizable Macro Keys, and compatibility with all Microsoft 
Office programs. LCD window provides battery status, connection mode & status, 
volume and tablet connection number. Runs on Windows & Mac. 1-year warranty.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
AS3.................Wireless pad w/pen, tips & tools, adapter for USB port, 

USB cable, Nokia BL5C Li-ion rechargeable battery, 
AAA battery for pen, installation & driver CD-ROM ................................. 399.00

DUKANE LEADERBOARD 77H DIGITAL 
WHITEBOARD This advanced digital board cre-
ates a large interactive projection screen when 
connected to a PC and data video projector. The 
teacher or presenter controls the computer by 
touching the board surface with the electronic 
pen. Mouse control functions and annotation 
are made possible with the pen, enabling the 
presenter to stay in front of the audience while 
running any software program. It has 12 permanent keys on the board for quick 
access to annotation, images, and presentation tools. It features intuitive methods 
of screen capture, viewing and retrieval. It includes WhiteBoard software to quickly 
capture and retrieve written ideas. It comes with 2 electronic pens with 6 spare tips 
and 21' serial to USB cable. Windows 98SE/2000/ME/XP compatible.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
LB77HA ..................... 54.5" x 40" digital whiteboard .................................................. 1240.00
LB77HST.................... Mobile stand ............................................................................... 221.51

DUKANE LEADERBOARD 78T TOUCH 
DIGITAL WHITEBOARD Use a finger, pen or 
wand to control intuitive annotation, drawing or 
mouse operation with this whiteboard. Durable 
surface with IR edge sensors delivers touch sen-
sitive performance for fine annotations and ease. 
Action Bar with 12 permanent keys for quick access 
to annotation, image & presentation. Versatile and 
comprehensive Convey Notes software for easy 
configurations and user controls. Windows 2000/
ME/XP/Vista/Windows 7 compatible.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
LB78T .............57.5" x 44.5" interactive whiteboard w/ 3 pens, 1 eraser, 

1 reaching stick wand, 25' USB cable, manual, 
software & driver CD, brackets for wall mounting ................................ 1395.00

LB78TST .........Mobile stand for LB78T ........................................................................... 246.26

EBEAM EDGE INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD 
A full-featured interactive whiteboard system 
that operates in conjunction with a computer 
and projector. Combine authentic and relevant text, graphics, photographs and ani-
mation on up to a 9'x5' image area. Control and navigate data from multiple sources 
and reach all types of learners. eBeam's Scrapbook features a meeting sharing func-
tion to export and save options for collaboration, generating ideas, planing projects, 
reviewing topics and processes between students and colleagues. Multiple formats, 
including jpg, pdf, and PowerPoint, can be used to save and distribute captured data. 
Content can be re-used and shared via e-mail and the web and students can self-
assess their understanding of concepts with authentic and familiar visual artifacts. 
Parents and administrators can get a window into the classroom by viewing a virtual 
version of what happened on the board. Mac and PC compatible.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
EDGE-USB-EDU ......... Includes eBeam Edge Receiver, Interactive 3-button Stylus, 

15' USB cable, 2 mounting plates, AAA battery, 
4 replaceable nibs, eBeam Interact Software CD, 
wrist strap, and handwriting recognition software ..................... 719.95

EDGE-STYLUS ............ Replacement interactive stylus w/4 spare replaceable nubs, 
AAA battery .................................................................................... 45.00

FOCUS-150 ............... Document camera, 6mm to infinity focal distance, swivel head, 
1280x960 SXGA ........................................................................... 449.10

INSCRIBE-200E......... Wireless tablet, wireless 2.4G RF connection, 30ft range, 
rechargeable Nokia BL5C Li-ion battery ...................................... 269.96

EDGE-EDU-BUNDLE ... Bundle includes EDGE-EDU, FOCUS-150 and INSCRIBE-200E .. 1367.15

EBEAM ENGAGE INTERACTIVE 
WHITEBOARD  Engage adds sev-
eral interactive multimedia features 
to eBeam's interactive whiteboard 
systems including real time sound 
and video recording. The Engage 
System has JBL speakers, a built-in 
microphone, scroll knob, one-touch 
recording, and line level audio inputs 
and outputs. Requires no special tools to install. Includes Engage System, installation 
template, security key, interactive stylus, pack spare nibs, (2) mounting brackets w/
spare adhesive, wireless (RF), magnetic mini keyboard with charging cable, keyboard 
mounting plate, USB cable, power cable, power adapter, AAA battery, and USB storage 
device with Education software (Mac OS X and Windows compatible.) 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
ENGAGE ..................... Interactive whiteboard package ................................................ 1169.00

NEW!
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DA-LITE ROLL AROUND MARKER BOARDS 
Two-sided magnetic marker board provides two 
full-size surfaces for presentations. Select any 
combination of surfaces: white porcelain or 
black hook and loop compatible fabric over cork. 
Choose from three board sizes depending on 
your needs: 3' x 4', 3.5' x 5', or 4' x 6'. Mounts on a 
sturdy black painted aluminum frame with carpet 
casters for easy mobility. Some assembly with 
hand tools required.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
43177.......3'x4' Whiteboard/Loop fabric covered cork. 67 lbs, shipping class 85 ......... 801.90
43176.......3'x4' Whiteboard/Whiteboard, 67 lbs, shipping class 85.............................. 801.90
43180.......3.5'x5' Whiteboard/Loop fabric covered cork, 80 lbs, shipping class 85 ...... 872.74
43179.......3.5'x5' Whiteboard/Whiteboard, 80 lbs, shipping class 85........................... 872.74
43183.......4'x6' Whiteboard/Loop fabric covered cork, 99 lbs, shipping class 85 ......... 892.79
43182.......4'x6' Whiteboard/Whiteboard, 99 lbs, shipping class 85.............................. 892.78 

DA-LITE WHITE BOARD PACKAGE Contains 1 each of red, blue, 
green, and black dry erase markers, 1 eraser, 1 bottle of white board 
cleaner, and 1 telescopic pointer.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
43217........................ Whiteboard accessory package (as described above) ................... 22.18
43233........................ Whiteboard cleaner (carton of 12) only ......................................... 32.08
43234........................ Eraser for whiteboards, each .......................................................... 5.35
43232........................ Telescoping pointer ......................................................................... 9.36
43220........................ Dry erase markers, set of 1 each of 4 colors ................................... 9.36 

RECORDEX RETRACT PLUS PROJECTOR SCREENS 
Made for the rigors of a classroom and boardroom 
environments, these manual return screens offer tre-
mendous value. All come standard with a 4-side light 
absorbing matte black border. Available in many sizes and ratios, including 16:10 
format. They utilize Ultra3 Matte White surfaces for up to 1.1 gain and a 160 degree 
viewing angle. Integrated mounting system allows easy installation for ceiling/wall 
applications. Mounting brackets available for away-from-wall installations. Models 
are RoHS Directive 2002/95/EC compliant. All have a 5-year manufacturer’s warranty. 
Models shown have hexagonal housings.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
101070.................Square (1:1),70",50" x 50", 54.2"(L), 2.48"(Diam), 9lbs ..................... 32.50
101084.................Square (1:1),84”,60” x 60”, 64.2”(L), 2.48”(Diam), 12lbs ................. 36.50
101099.................Square (1:1),99”,70” x 70”, 74.8”(L), 2.48”(Diam), 15lbs ................. 37.50
101120.................Square (1:1),120”,84” x 84”, 87.8”(L), 2.48”(Diam), 19lbs ............... 82.50
101135.................Square (1:1),135”,96” x 96”, 100”(L), 2.48”(Diam), 24lbs .............. 105.50
103105.................Video (4:3),105”,64” x 84”, 87.8”(L), 2.48”(Diam), 16lbs .................. 71.50
103120.................Video (4:3),120”,72” x 96”, 100”(L), 2.48”(Diam), 21lbs ................... 84.50
110094.................Wide (16:10),94”,50” x 80”, 83.8”(L), 2.48”(Diam), 16lbs ................. 82.50
110113.................Wide (16:10),113”,60” x 96”, 100”(L), 2.48”(Diam), 21lbs ................ 86.50
110130.................Wide (16:10),130”,69” x 110”, 113.8”(L), 2.48”(Diam), 28lbs ......... 135.50
609991.................Wall bracket, 6", for hex housing .......................................................... 9.00
609992.................Wall bracket, 14", for hex housing ...................................................... 17.00
609993.................Wall bracket, 23" for hex housing ....................................................... 23.00 

DA-LITE LASER POINTERS / RF PRESENTERS These are 
available as standard or jumbo sized, one blinking model, and a 
deluxe RF PowerPoint model. Use the green models for situa-
tions where rooms are bright, rear projection, or long distance 
applications. The PowerPoint RF remote model utilizes a green 
laser and has handy page-up/page-down functions. It has no interference with nearby 
or multiple units because the remote pairs directly with the included USB receiver. 
For seamless presentations with Microsoft PowerPoint on PC’s utilizing Win98/2000/
XP, Mac OSX, or either hardware utilizing Linux. The RF presenter has a range of 95 
feet and the green laser has a range of 1,000 feet in a dark room.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
75837........................ Laser pointer, red w/batteries ....................................................... 29.11
35246........................ Laser pointer, green w/batteries ................................................... 52.12
79899........................ Blinking model laser pointer, red .................................................. 30.74
79900........................ Jumbo laser pointer, red .............................................................. 202.36
35247........................ Jumbo laser pointer, green .......................................................... 261.95
37139........................ Deluxe RF Powerpoint remote, w/green laser pointer ..................... 87.56 

RECORDEX IMMPAD INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA 
TABLET This lightweight Mac/Windows compatible 
device uses 2.4Ghz wireless RF technology to free educa-
tors from white boards. It allows application control, over 
image drawing/writing or whole screen utilization from 
up to 30' away. 30 IMMPAD devices can be connected 
wirelessly to one computer at a time. Features 16 quick 
launch buttons. Easy to use with mouse like movements and actions (clicking, drag-
ging, dropping, etc). The main version of the IMMPAD includes PowerPresenterII 
on-screen annotation software for Windows and a Mac OSX Driver for use with 3rd 
party software. RM Easiteach, whiteboard-compatible interactive lesson teaching 
multimedia software, is offered in two bundles each for both Mac & PC – one with 
subject-specific (math, science, geography, & language arts) "Toolbars" which 
provide extra teaching tools such as map building tools, sentence building cards, and 
more. The other bundle available does not include additional Toolbars. All bundles 
include 1 pen and 2 replacement tips, USB receiver dongle, USB charging cable, 1 
Li-ion rechargeable battery and 1 AAA pen battery.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
IMMPAD ........................Wireless pen-controlled pad for whiteboards, 

w/PowerPresenterII software .................................................... 259.00
IMMPAD+PCIMMPAD ....IMMPAD w/RM Easiteach Software for PC ................................ 299.00
IMMPAD+MAC ...............IMMPAD w/RM Easiteach Software for Mac.............................. 299.00
IMMPAD+TBPC .............IMMPAD w/RM Easiteach Software w/Toolbars for PC .............. 399.00
IMMPAD+TBMAC ...........IMMPAD w/RM Easiteach Software w/Toolbars for Mac ........... 399.00 

VADDIO INTERACTIVE WHITE 
BOARD SYSTEM Use for vid-
eoconferencing, content creation, 
IMAG, rich media systems or any 
system designed to incorporate a 
whiteboard as a video input device. 
No dedicated PC is required. 
Compatible with any videoconferencing, TelePresence, distance education or video 
media distribution system. HD video resolutions of 720p/59.94, 720p/50 and SD resolu-
tions of 480i/29.97 and 576i/25.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
999-5446-000........... 4'x6' whiteboard system ............................................................ 2394.00
999-5448-000........... 4'x8' whiteboard system ............................................................ 2514.00 

SANYO PLCWL2500 SHORT THROW 
PROJECTOR Projects a full 80" diagonal HD 
image from a distance of only 34". Features full 
WXGA resolution (1280 x 800, 16:10). Includes 
wired network capability, blackboard and color 
board modes, closed captioning and nearly main-
tenance-free operation. Call for more information.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
PLCWL2500 ..................WXGA (1280 x 800), 2500 lumens ............................................................ 995.00
640-349-0847 .............Replacement lamp for PLCWL2500 .......................................................... 281.96 

PANASONIC PT-ST10U SHORT THROW 
PROJECTOR The PT-ST10U can project an 
impressive 80" diagonal image from just 2.7ft 
away from the screen, allowing users to create big pictures in tight spaces such as 
small classrooms, conference rooms and trade show booths. The PT-ST10U offers 
1024x768 XGA resolution and produces 2,800 lumens of brightness. The compact 
projector weighs approximately 6-1/2 lbs. Inputs include 2x RGB D-sub, S-video and 
composite video with RS232 and RJ45 ports for connectivity.  Includes remote control 
(with batteries), VGA cable, monitoring and control software.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
PTST10U.................... XGA, 1024x768, 4:3, 2800ANSI lumens ..................................... 1699.00
ETLAB2 ...................... Replacement lamp for the PTS10U .............................................. 220.72 
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DIRECT SOUND HEADPHONES EXTREME 
ISOLATION HEADPHONES These headphones are 
ideal for drummers, home studio use, stage and studio 
musicians, and anyone who wants serious isolation. 
Specially designed earmuffs passively attenuate sur-
rounding sound. The custom-fitted speaker assembly 
is designed to protect your eardrums from damage and 
improve your recording and performance experience. 
All models include a 1/8" gold plug with a 1/4" gold adapter.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
EX-25 ........................ -25dB attenuation, black .............................................................. 89.95
EX-29 ........................ -29dB attenuation, black ............................................................ 119.95 

EX29

HAMILTON-BUHL MP3 LISTENING CENTER 
The CB/4SVHA2MP3 kit brings digital audio from 
the internet to your classroom. Download podcasts, 
lectures, or record your voice onto the included 1GB 
MP3 player with a built-in mic. Kit includes 4 head-
phones, a jackbox with individual volume controls, 
and all components store easily with the included 
soft, padded carrying case. Both kits below carry a 1 
year manufacturer’s warranty.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CB/4SVHA2MP3......... MP3 listening center – 4 personal headphones, 

jackbox w/volume, 1GB MP3 player, carry case ........................... 119.88
CB/4SVHA2................ As above, minus MP3 player (use with an 

existing iPod, Sansa type player) .................................................. 92.94 

HAMILTON-BUHL USB HEADPHONES
• USB 2.0 complaint
• Exclusive Xear™ software for reproduction of CD sound
• Virtual Dolby 5.1 channel effects
• Macintosh, Win 98Se, ME, 2000 and XP compatible
• User-friendly volume controls
• Replaceable foam ear pads (HA2 models only)
• Durable leatherette ear pads (HA5 models only)
• One-year warranty
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
HA2USB ..................... USB2.0 headphone, foam earpads ................................................ 19.53
HA2USBSM ................ Same as HA2USB w/ mic ............................................................... 23.57
HA5USB ..................... USB 2.0 headphone, leatherette earpads ...................................... 22.82
HA5USBSM ................ Same as HA5USB w/ mic ............................................................... 26.33
USB1000 ................... USB headphone adapter w/ headset input .................................... 16.10
USB2000 ................... USB headphone adapter w/ mic and headset input ...................... 20.14 

HA5USBSM

KOSS EDUCATION HEADPHONES Ideal for schools, 
libraries and training departments, these stereophones 
incorporate a plastic ear cushion for easy cleaning and maxi-
mum durability. Formed from highly durable ABS plastic, the 
ear cushion creates a seal and vacuum to the ear that reduces 
ambient noise interference and leakage so the sound comes 
through loud and clear. The ED1TC features an adjust-
able headband and a dynamic element for a full frequency 
response. Ultra-durable for everyday use, the cups and head-
band have been designed to fit a wide variety of head sizes – from children to adults.
The ED2TC features a clip design that fits securely around the ear and eliminates the 
need for a conventional headband. Perfect where minimal hair and head contact is 
preferred. The ED3 models are single ear clipstyle phones that are identical to the 
ED2TC, but are single ear only (ordered as left or right style).
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
ED1TC ............Headphone, 100Hz-20kHz, 32ohms, 98dB SPL, 4' cord .............................. 7.04
ED2TC ............Clip style 100Hz-20kHz, 32ohms, 98dB SPL, 4' dual entry cord ................. 8.43
ED3TC-L .........Clip style version of ED2TC, left ear only .................................................... 4.21
ED3TC-R.........Clip style version of ED2TC, right ear only .................................................. 4.21 

ED1TC

Tenemos ventas y servicio en Español.
Expertos que hablan Español disponibles en x1178 y x1164.

Honesty and Value
since 1971

AUDIO TECHNICA ATH-COM2 STEREO HEADSET/DYNAMIC BOOM 
MICROPHONE  These open-back dynamic headset/mic combos offer stereo sound 
paired with a neodymium dynamic microphone. They produce accurate vocals and 
have excellent sound quality. They are ideal for hands-free voice and multimedia 
applications. Frequency response 30Hz-20kHz, flexible mic boom, and 4.9' cable with 
(2) 3.5mm input/output plugs. Two 1/4" phone plug adapters included.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
ATH-COM2 ................. Stereo Headset/microphone ........................................................... 39.63

HAMILTON ELECTRONICS CD/MP3 
LISTENING CENTERS  These listening cen-
ter packages include everything you need 
for classroom audio for up to 6 students 
at a time. They include a CD/MP3 Player, 
Stereo jack box with individual volume 
controls, and plastic carry case and a choice 
of three different kinds of headphones. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
LCP/HACX205/HA2V .. Listening center package with (6) HA2V headphones ................. 127.96
LCP/HACX205/MS2L .. Listening center package with (6) MS2L headphones ................. 127.96
LCP/HACX205/6SV .... Listening center package with (6) HA-5 Deluxe headphones ...... 154.90

NEW!

HAMILTON ELECTRONICS DIGITAL 
AUDIO HUB LISTENING CENTER
The Hamilton Digital Audio Hub provides iPod 
docking, amplified speakers and a 6 station lis-
tening center in a compact package.  The Digital 
Audio Hub includes a stereo line in that works 
with any MP3 player, CD player or other audio 
device and can be routed to both the built in 
speakers or the headphone jacks. Package includes 6 SC7V Deluxe Headphones with 
Individual Volume Control.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DSIP-SC7V ................ Listening center, 6 station .......................................................... 160.29 

NEW!

ROLAND GLC-1 LAB CONFERENCING SYSTEM
This is a stand-alone conferencing system for 8 users 
and an instructor. It is expandable up to 48 users 
with GLC-EXPKIT Expansion kits. It is easy to set up and includes all the connectors, 
cables, and headsets you need to get started.  The basic kit includes 9 headsets, 9 
interface boxes, a rack-mountable hub and a conference controller. The hub has 
audio output for monitoring and recording, CD audio input and Aux Audio input for 
external source playback. The kit also comes with Roland's RCS-HCS Home Concert 
Software Bundle but doesn’t need to rely on an external computer to function.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
GLC-1C...........8-user Group Learning kit, 9 interface, 9 headphones, hub, 

conference controller...................................................................................CALL
GLC-1 .............8-user Group Learning kit, w/o controllers and headphones ......................CALL
GLC-EXPKITC ..8 user expansion kit, w/controllers and headphones ..................................CALL
GLC-EXPKIT....8 user expansion kit, w/o controllers and headphones ...............................CALL
GLC-SB...........Group Learning student box ........................................................................CALL
SB45 ..............Stereo headphones w/mic ...........................................................................CALL

NEW!
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KEN-A-VISION APPLIED VISION 4.0 SOFTWARE 
Designed for use with Ken-A-Vision’s USB products, 
this software allows students to capture and manipulate 
videos and images. This software also offers Mac/PC 
compatibility, time lapse recording, multiple camera support, multi-format video & 
audio recording, the ability to integrate pictures and video with interactive white-
board software, image editing via free open source scripts & plug-ins, and more. 
Minimum system requirements: 1.4 GHz AMD or Intel processor, 512MB RAM, 23bit 
Windows XP SP2, or Vista SP1.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
VFCD40A ................... Applied Vision 4.0 video/image editing/presentation 

software for use w/ Ken-A-Vision devices ................................... 146.91

KEN-A-VISION T-1954-1C DIGITAL COMPREHENSIVE 
SCOPE 2 This instrument can display images on a com-
puter screen or A/V projector and is compatible with Ken-
A-Vision’s Applied Vision 4.0 software – which will capture, 
store and allow you to edit images and movies. The T-1954-
1C microscope features a 1.3 megapixel CMOS camera, 
1280x1024 full-screen imaging, USB 2.0, a dimmer switch for 
adjusting transmitted light, and more.  Comes with a copy of 
Applied Vision 4.0.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
T-1954-1C......Microscope w/1.3 MP CMOS camera & capture/editing software ........... 659.49

KEN-A-VISION T-1050-KENA DIGITAL MICROSCOPE 
Featuring a detachable head, this USB-connected micro-
scope allows you to magnify and capture images and video at 
640x480 resolution. The T-1050-KENA is capable of 20X, 40X 
and 100X magnifications and includes a USB-powered LED 
light source on the unit’s top as well as a battery-powered 
LED light below the stage. The microscope’s anti-slip sili-
cone surface stage pad requires no stage clips.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
T-1050-KENA............. Digital microscope w/ detachable head ...................................... 272.82

KEN-A-VISION 1401KRM 1.3 MEGAPIXEL 
PUPILCAM A 1.3 megapixel high-resolution 
1280x960 SXGA microscope camera with 
digital CMOS technology. Complete with 
Applied Vision™ Software (Windows®) for 
complete computer capturing and editing. 
It has a pre-attached 5 foot USB cable and a 
built-in microscope adapter for direct inter-
facing to your computer. The adapter provides 
a secure and precise alignment to your microscope or stereoscope.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
1401KRM................... PupilCam, 1.3 megapixel, USB 2.0 .............................................. 249.42

KEN-A-VISION X-2000 MULTI PROJECTOR This new 
inverted microscope has a 4x-40x zoom lens and XGA digital 
camera technology that connects directly to your classroom 
projector or computer monitor. It features a floating stage 
with a longer working distance giving you room for larger 
specimens or containers. No slip covers are needed, and 
there is no heat from the Rheostat light source giving you 
a longer viewing time.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
X2000........................ Digital microscope w/ detachable head .................................... 1888.40

KEN-A-VISION T-29031 & T-29041 RESEARCH 
MICROSCOPES Performance, adaptability, and ergo-
nomic comfort make these scopes a good choice for 
advanced high school, college, and clinical laboratory set-
tings. Both scopes have 10x widefield eyepieces for ease 
of viewing, humidity and climate protected optics, easily 
accessible stage drift control, and 20W Halogen illumina-
tion. They also feature 4x, 10x, 40xR, and 100xR DIN Achromat objective lenses. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
T-29031 .........Research Scope w/ Binocular Head & Achromatic Objectives ................ 843.62
T-29041 .........Research Scope w/ Trinocular Head & Achromatic Objectives ................ 916.98

T-29031

KEN-A-VISION T-2200 SERIES VISION MICROSCOPES 
These uniquely designed stereoscopes provide a rubber base 
for stability and protection. The scope also features separate 
on/off switches for transmitted and incident light, variable 
intensity controls for incident light and oversized focus knobs. 
Fluorescent transmitted light below and variable halogen inci-
dent light above. The T-2200 series also has interchangeable 
eyepieces with either 10X or 20X widefield with diopter. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
T-2200 ...........Vision Microscopes w/ 1x and 3x objectives, 10x eyepiece...................... 234.01
T-2202 ...........Vision Microscope w/ 1x and 3x objectives, 20x eyepiece ....................... 234.01
T-2204 ...........Vision Microscope w/ 2x and 4x objectives, 10x eyepiece ....................... 234.01
T-2206 ...........Vision Microscopes w/ 2x and 4x objectives, 20x eyepiece...................... 234.01

T-2200

NATIONAL PUBLIC SEATING SCIENCE 
LAB TABLES & STOOLS Create an entire 
science lab with these durable tables and 
steel stools. All tables offer a dual  book 
compartment, and have a quality ashwood 
frame and leg construction. Table surfaces 
are chemical and water resistant. Table legs include adjustable glides for accurate 
leveling, and have liquid protecting boots. All tables in this series are 30" high. Stool 
models shown have a heavy-duty 18-gauge frame with 4-spot welds connecting the 
foot ring at each leg., and have round hardboard seats. All products meet or exceed 
applicable ANSI/BIEMA standards. Some minor assembly required, please consult 
our website for assembly PDF file. The SLT2448, SLT2454, and SLT2460 have UPS /
FedEx oversized charges when shipped. Please call and allow minor lead time on 
freight estimates for the items labeled as freight only.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
Science Tables with Chem-Res Surfaces 
SLT2448 ...............24"W x 48"L, 72lbs............................................................................ 258.43
SLT2454 ...............24"W x 54"L, 80lbs............................................................................ 280.88
SLT2460 ...............24"W x 60"L, 87lbs............................................................................ 304.51
SLT2472 ...............24"W x 60"L, 102lbs, freight only ...................................................... 327.03
SLT3060 ...............30"W x 60"L, 110lbs, freight only ...................................................... 351.26
SLT3072 ...............30"W x 72"L, 129lbs, freight only ...................................................... 368.38
18" Steel Stools to Match Tables Above
6218.....................18" height stool w/round hardboard seat, 8lbs .................................. 23.52
6218B ..................18" height stool w/round hardboard seat & backrest, 17lbs .............. 36.86

SLT2448

6218B

KEN-A-VISION AQUA FLEX 1475 UNDERWATER 
CAMERA  An underwater camera ideal for field trips 
or classroom aquariums with its patented light technol-
ogy that can see through mild murkiness and turbulance,. 
The camera is completely waterproof (aluminum enclo-
sure) and features a full 360° rotating prism head that 
offers viewing on any side of the microscope (50:1 or 
greater magnification), 33 ft of cable, a composite video output on RCA, and a USB 
video out. Includes 2 mounting holes with a wire leader attached and a battery pack.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
1475.......................... Aqua Flex underwater camera ..................................................... 436.49
AFMEXT ..................... Aqua Flex Extension Mount ............................................................ 28.59
VFBAT14.................... Aqua Flex Battery Case ................................................................. 13.32

NEW!
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D O C U M E N T  C A M E R A S  /  V I S U A L I Z E R S

DUKANE 335B DOCUMENT CAMERA This document cam-
era features clear image quality, high resolution (XGA 1024x768), 
auto focus, and full connectivity. It also has 10x manual zoom 
and 16x digital zoom, an attached fluorescent lamp and image 
capture with built-in storage. Ships with cables, power cord, and 
remote control. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CAM335..................... Document camera w/light ........................................................... 625.00
9850681-50 .............. Microscope Adapter ....................................................................... 54.00 

DUKANE 445 DIGITAL DOCUMENT CAMERA Equipped 
with a dedicated powerful processor, it features a 1080p 
HDMI output for HD display, audio and video processor for 
full-frame video recording to SD card or direct to computer, 
ultra sharp 6x optical zoom, true UXGA output with extended 
gooseneck, and a double lamp design to provide optimal lighting. Includes VGA, USB, 
and C-Video/RS-232 cables, power cord, 512K SD card, microscope adapters, remote 
control w/ battery, and manual. I/O includes VGA HDSub-15, VGA passthrough, 1x 
HDMI, 1x C-Video, RCA jack, USB 2.0 Type B, 3.5mm audio and SD memory card slot.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
445.................Document camera, UXGA 1600x1200, 6x optical/4x digital zoom ........... 999.00 

KEN-A-VISION DOCCAM II This camera is installed in 
the ceiling above a conference table and includes a laser 
positioning guide, making it easy to properly place docu-
ments. Offering a wide field of view, the Ceiling DocCam II 
is ideal for sharing large documents like blueprints or CAD 
drawings. With 480 lines of resolution and its powerful (up to 300x) zoom capability, 
every detail is clearly shown. Power, video and control are run through a single Cat-5 
cable, which significantly simplifies installation. Composite and S-video signals are 
output concurrently.  It also features an RS-232 port with VISCA™ control protocol 
for easy connection to a control system such as AMX or Crestron and for use with 
video codecs with far-end camera control. It comes with a plenum-rated enclosure, 
trim ring, single tile support rail and hardware, a 50'unshielded plenum-rated Cat-5 
cable, a 25' S-video cable, a wall plate and power supply.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
910-171-066............. DocuCam II ................................................................................ 1833.23 

KEN-A-VISION 7890UM 1.3 MEGAPIXEL VISION 
VIEWER This viewer features 1280x960 SXGA camera 
resolution, 6mm glass lens, rubber knurled focusing 
system, ergonomically designed swivel head, and a pre-
attached USB2.0 connection for a faster connection to 
your computer or laptop. It comes complete with Applied 
Vision™ Software (Windows®) for full screen viewing, 
video streaming, FTP uploading.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
7890UM..................... Viewer, 1.3 megapixel, USB2.0 .................................................... 256.03 

KEN-A-VISION MVP-100 MULTI-VIDEO PRODUCT The 
MVP-100 has high-resolution output signals for RCA, USB, VGA 
and network. The camera comes complete with Applied Vision™ 
Software for USB. The RJ45 or network output works with Internet 
Explorer and does not require any localized software. Manage your 
audio visual electronics through the easy to use touchpad.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MVP-100 ................... Multi-connection camera .......................................................... 1096.72 

KEN-A-VISION FLEXICAM ICAM DIGITAL 
Featuring an 18" gooseneck and S-video, com-

posite and USB outputs, this digital camera can easily connect to PCs, Macs, 
VCRs or LCD projectors. Ideal for live-feed video during presentations or for 
sending/uploading video. Includes microscope adapters (26mm, 28mm, 34mm) 
for magnified image/video capture and image capture/editing software.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
910-171-102........Flex-neck digital video/photo camera w/ microscope adapters ........ 329.39 

DUKANE CAMERA 9000 WEBCAM / DOCUMENT 
CAMERA A hi-resolution camera on a flexible mount 
that combines the function of a webcam with the 
utility of a document camera. It easily positions over 
8.5"x11" documents, and can view the smallest details 
on objects while the flexible neck holds position. 
Features integrated mic with echo and noise reduction, 
full operation of camera and mic via USB, red indicator when camera is operating, 
autofocus camera lens and auto light settings. Resolution is 8 megapixel photo and 
960x720 or 1600x1200 for HD video. Includes digital zoom and 64 deg. field of view for 
video conferencing, and software. 2 year manufacturer warranty.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CAM-9000 ................. HD webcam/document camera .................................................... 181.44 

See Consumer Alert on next page 
regarding Wireless Microphone Systems.

Honesty and Value
since 1971

VADDIO CEILINGVIEW HD - CEILING MOUNTED DOCUMENT 
SYSTEM The CeilingVIEW HD is a high definition ceiling-mounted 
document system based on the Sony 2.1 mega-pixel native HD imaging 
sensor capable of 1920 x 1080 at 1080i or 1280 x 720 and 720p. High 
speed differential signaling is used to deliver high quality HD and SD video over stan-
dard Cat. 5 cabling. Adjustments allow the video to be extended up to 400 feet from 
the Quick-Connect with virtually no loss in video quality or additional latency. Other 
features include 10x lens, YPbPr or Y/C and composited video output, metal black 
box enclosure with included tile support braces and trim ring, laser light locator for 
document positioning, and quick-connect interface. A power supply, IR remote, and 
EZCamera control adapter are included.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CEILINGVIEW-HD ............ Ceiling-mounted doc cam, HD 720p/1080i, selectable 

aspect ration 4:3/16:9, 10x optical zoom, compatible 
with Vaddio/Polycom/Tandberg remotes ....................................CALL

CEILINGVIEW-HD-CCU .... As above, but system that includes 1RU CCU unit 
to adjust: red & blue gain, aperture, iris, gain 
(Vaddio pn#999-3009-000) .......................................................CALL 

RECORDEX LB350 PLATFORM DOCUMENT CAMERA 
WITH LIGHTBOX Features a 352x (22x optical, 16x digital) 
1.3 megapixel SXGA (1280x1024) camera, 25 fps streaming live 
video capabilities, image capturing and storage of up to 64 hi-res 
images. Also features passthrough audio and mic signals for 
amplification or recording, auto focus, auto white balance, auto 
exposure correction, and image effects – freeze, B&W/Color 
toggle, negative image, mirror image, flip effects, and more. 
Connectivity is 2x VGA passthrough, composite (RCA), USB 2.0 
(640x480/720x576), RCA & 1/8" stereo audio out. Includes a wireless remote, USB 
cable, Debut Video Capture software for PC and Video Glide for Mac OSX for still 
image/video/audio capturing. Unit carries a 5-year manufacturer’s warranty.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
LB350.............Platform document camera w/ lightbox, image effects, 

image/video capture, USB cable, image/A/V capture software ............... 595.00 

RECORDEX AFL-80 PORTABLE DOCUMENT 
CAMERA  This compact 3.2MP XGA camera offers 
96x zoom (12x optical, 8x digital), hands-free auto-focus, a 
gooseneck camera arm, and LED lights. The AFL-80 can capture 
video at a rate of 25 fps as well as still images, and be saved 
to your computer via USB & the included software. 64 hi-res 
images can be internally stored on the camera. Also features VGA passthrough, auto 
& manual white balance and exposure control, and built-in image & transition effects 
(split screen, negative image, B&W/color toggle, mirror image, image freeze, etc.). 
Comes with padded carrying case.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
AFL80 ........................ Portable document camera w/gooseneck .................................... 495.00

NEW!
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AMPLIVOX AMPLI MEDIA POD PODIUM/ 
MULTIMEDIA LECTERN This podium is a fully assem-
bled multipurpose computer lectern cart featuring a 4" 
deep area for a laptop that locks, with a slide out locking 
shelf for projectors and multimedia equipment. Two 
locking doors provide secure storage on 2 adjustable 
inner shelves for equipment and A/V materials. Has wire 
management grommets on inside for laptop, LCD projec-
tor, and accessory use. Constructed from high quality 
laminate heat-fused MDF with a stained pine wood finish 
on the base. This unit rolls on four 4" casters (2 lock-
ing). Ships fully assembled, by truck. Available in 4 color 
options - walnut, medium oak, mahogany and maple.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SS3230...........Podium w/50W multimedia stereo amp, 2 built-in 6"x8" Jensen speakers, 

dynamic handheld mic, 44"H x 26.5"W x 18.5"D, specify finish ................ 699.30
SN3230 ..........Podium only, no sound system or microphones ...................................... 508.20 

AMPLIVOX TABLETOP LECTERN The W250 tabletop lectern features a 21"W x 
15"D work surface, roomy storage shelf, and has a durable water & scratch-resistant 
finish in walnut or medium oak. It may be supplemented with the S260 media cart 
base to create a full size lectern. The S260 base measures 21"W x 33"H x 17"D and 
has 4 casters (2 locking).
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
W250......................... Tabletop lectern, specify finish ................................................... 111.30
S260.......................... Media cart base for W250, specify finish .................................... 167.30 

AMPLIVOX ACRYLIC LECTERNS A sleek 
alternative to standard wood or metal podi-
ums that allows the speaker to communicate 
more of the non-verbal elements of his or her 
speech.  Elegant in their design, these stands 
are ideal for churches or meeting rooms.  
All models (except for SN3075) come fully 
assembled when delivered.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SN3050 ..........Clear acrylic lectern, 47"H ...................................................................... 574.70
SN3055 ..........Clear acrylic lectern, large top (31.75" x 14.75"), 49"H.......................... 767.20
SN3065 ..........Contemporary acrylic lectern, 47 H ......................................................... 690.20
SN3075 ..........Traditional acrylic lectern, 47.5"H .......................................................... 728.70
SN3080 ..........Aluminum-sided acrylic lectern, 48"H .................................................... 921.20
S1042.............Clamp-on mic mounting kit (13" gooseneck, clamp & shockmount mic holder) ... 60.20

SN3050 SN3080SN3075

AMPLIVOX SW505 SERIES EXECUTIVE ADJUSTABLE 
SOUND COLUMN LECTERN Easily adjustable with pneumatic 
dial from 39" to 45", and the base has elegant sculpted radius 
corners and 4 hidden casters (2 locking) for easy portability. 
Includes 50W amplifier with VHF wireless receiver built-in, one 
handheld cardioid dynamic mic, 15' mic cable, flexible goose-
neck w/shockmount mic holder and two 6"x8" Jensen-designed 
speakers built in. Typical for audience sizes up to 1,500 or 
rooms up to 15,000 sq ft. Available in several finishes (light oak, 
mahogany, medium oak, or walnut).
ORDERING INFO: OPERATES IN THESE TWO FREQUENCIES:
Default VHF band (T6/T7) 171.105MHz, and 171.845MHz

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SW505A-HANDHELD .. Lectern, w/wireless handheld mic, select finish ....................... 1197.00
SW505A-HEADSET ..... Lectern, w/wireless headset mic, select finish .......................... 1197.00
SW505A-LAPEL ......... Lectern, w/wireless lapel mic, select finish .............................. 1197.00  

AMPLIVOX PRESIDENTIAL LECTERN PLUS The Presidential 
Plus is an elegant radius-styled lectern, ideal for formal meet-
ings or executive boardrooms, and it provides great sound in 
an attractive package. Includes choice of wireless mic (lapel, 
headset or handheld), 50W amplifier with VHF wireless receiver 
built-in, one handheld cardioid dynamic mic, 15' mic cable, 
flexible gooseneck w/shockmount mic holder and two 6"x8" 
Jensen-designed speakers built-in. Available in mahogany, or 
medium oak finishes.
ORDERING INFO: OPERATES IN THESE TWO FREQUENCIES:
Default VHF band (T6/T7) 171.105MHz, and 171.845MHz

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SW450-HANDHELD .... Lectern, w/handheld wireless mic, select finish ....................... 1127.70
SW450-HEADSET ....... Lectern, w/headset wireless mic, select finish .......................... 1127.70
SW450-LAPEL ........... Lectern, w/lapel wireless mic, select finish .............................. 1127.70  

ANCHOR AUDIO ADMIRAL LECTERN A sleek, stylish and 
sophisticated lectern that complements contemporary design in 
boardrooms and auditoriums. Slip a Liberty or Xtreme powered 
sound system into the pedestal and Admiral becomes a self-con-
tained presentation center. Oak laminate surfaces and handrubbed 
solid oak trim. Units carry a 6-year manufacturer’s warranty.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
FL7500 ...........Lectern with LM618 gooseneck mic, 

shockmount, grill, no system ................................. 1363.00 
LK-LIB ............Lectern w/front speaker grill, mic, 

& Liberty sound system.......................................... 2518.00 

ANCHOR AUDIO ACCLAIM LECTERN Reach 
crowds up to 500 for 7hrs on a rechargeable battery. 
The lectern base is also a portable transport case 
with tilt-n-roll casters for easy movement. Has a 50W 
speaker, includes 24" gooseneck mic and detachable 
reading light and weighs less than 35lbs. Includes 
auxiliary mic and line inputs.
ORDERING INFO: OPERATES IN THIS RANGE:
For ACL7500U model only 682.000-698.000MHz

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
ACL7500.................... AC/DC portable lectern, 14"Hx22.5"Wx13.5D" (base), 

22.5"x19" (top), gray ................................................................... 978.00
ACL7500U1 ............... AC/DC portable lectern with UHF receiver built in, no mic, gray .. 1226.00
ACL-BASE .................. Lectern base & transport case, 3.5"Hx21.5"Wx18.5"D, gray ....... 436.00
WH6000 .................... Wireless UHF handheld transmitter ............................................. 332.00
WB6000 .................... Wireless UHF bodypack transmitter only, no mic ......................... 250.00
LM60 ......................... Lapel mic for WB6000 ................................................................... 82.00 

*CONSUMER ALERT*
Most users do not need a license to operate these wireless microphone 
systems. Nevertheless, operating these microphone systems without 
a license is subject to certain restrictions: the systems may not cause 
harmful interference; they must operate at a low power level (not in 
excess of 50 milliwatts); and they have no protection from interference 
received from any other device.

Purchasers should also be aware that the FCC is currently evaluating use 
of wireless microphone systems, and these rules are subject to change.

For more information, call the FCC at 1-888-CALL-FCC 
(TTY: 1-888-TELL-FCC) or visit the FCC’s wireless microphone website 
at www.fcc.gov/cgb/wirelessmicrophones.
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ATLAS SOUND AH SERIES 
STADIUM CONSTANT 
DIRECTIVITY HORN SPEAKERS Two-way, horn-loaded, weather-resistant speak-
ers feature extreme high output and outstanding pattern control for indoor and 
outdoor applications. All models feature bottom mounted Speak-on connectors. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
AH5040S ................... With 15"LF, 50° X 40°, 75Hz-14.5kHz, 250W RMS .................... 1287.50
AH9040S ................... With 15"LF, 90° X 40°, 75Hz-14.5kHz, 250W RMS  ................... 1287.50
AH6565S ................... With 15"LF, 65° X 65°, 75Hz-14.5kHz, 250W RMS  ................... 1287.50
AH99-12ST ................ With 12"LF, 90° X 90°, 80Hz-14kHz, 200W RMS  ...................... 1016.50
AH94-12ST ................ With 12"LF, 90° X 40°, 80Hz-14kHz, 200W RMS  ...................... 1016.50
AH66-12ST ................ With 12"LF, 65° X 65°, 80Hz-14kHz, 200W RMS  ...................... 1016.50
AH99-8ST .................. With 8" LF, 90° X 90°, 90Hz-10kHz, 100W RMS .......................... 672.50
AH94-8ST .................. With 8" LF, 90° X 40°, 90Hz-10kHz, 100W RMS .......................... 672.50
AH66-8ST .................. With 8" LF, 65° X 65°, 90Hz-10kHz, 100W RMS .......................... 672.50
AHSUB15S ................. 15" subwoofer, 55Hz-120Hz, 250W RMS ................................... 1559.50 

AH9040S AH66-12ST AHSUB15S

ATLAS SOUND CP700 POWER AMPLIFIER The 
CP700 is a professional grade power amp for demanding 
contractor applications. It features esoteric grade toroidal 
power supply and output transformers. Separate power 
supplies drive the CP700’s 2 independent channels to ensure maximum channel sepa-
ration and low distortion. Power handling is 350W/channel at 70.7V, and 400W/channel 
at 4ohms in direct coupled mode. Inputs provided on XLR & terminal blocks.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CP700 ....................... 350W amplifier ............................................................................ 692.50 

COMMUNITY R.5, R.5-COAX The R.5 series of 
2-way, full-range loudspeakers is engineered to provide 
quality full-range sound projection in a variety of out-
door and indoor applications. Its wide range, smooth 
frequency response and high efficiency ensures both 
high fidelity music reproduction and superb projection 
of clear intelligible speech with very low distortion. All 
R.5’s feature a 12" 200W LF driver, with 90Hz-16kHz frequency response, and a 
UC1 1" exit non-metallic Ferrofluid cooled high frequency compression driver. 
“T” versions include an input transformer with 4 switchable tap settings to pro-
vide impedance matching to 70V or 100V lines. 5-year limited warranty.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
R.5-66Z ..................... 50°H x 50°V, 200W RMS, 500W PGM, 8ohms .............................. 749.00             
R.5-66TZ ................... Same as R.5-66X with 120W/70V transformer ............................ 799.00            
R.5-94Z ..................... 90°H x 40°V, 200W RMS, 500W PGM, 8ohms .............................. 749.00             
R.5-94TZ ................... Same as R.5-94X with 120W/70V transformer ............................ 799.00            
R.5-99Z ..................... 90°H x 90°V, 200W RMS, 500W PGM, 8ohms .............................. 749.00             
R.5-99TZ ................... Same as R.5-99X with 120W/70V transformer ............................ 799.00            
R.5-COAX-66 ............. 60°H x 60°V, 200W RMS, 500W PGM, 8ohms .............................. 749.00
R.5-COAX-66T ........... Same as R.5-COAX-66X with 200W/70V transformer .................. 799.00
R.5-COAX-99 ............. 90°H x 90°V, 200W RMS, 500W PGM, 8ohms .............................. 749.00
R.5-COAX-99T ........... Same as R.5-COAX-99 with 200W/70V transformer .................... 799.00 

EV SX 300 / 600 ALL WEATHER SPEAKERS 
The Sx Series has long been an industry standard for 
lightweight, high-performance loudspeakers. These 

weather resistant models feature lightweight, polypropylene 
enclosures that are extremely rugged and safe for outdoor use. 
They come with a built-in 65° x 65° constant directivity, high-
frequency horn, for increased intelligibility and clarity in tough 
environments. The SX300 has recessed stand-mount sockets, 
integral handles, flying points, and can be arrayed. The SX600 
features a versatile, EV-exclusive SuperSAM™ mounting system 
that allows 60° of vertical adjustment and 180° of horizontal pan 
with a simple adjustment. Available in black (part numbers below) or white.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SX300-PI................... 12" 2-way, 300W, Neutrik Speakon® connectors ....................... 845.00
SX300-PIX................. 12" 2-way, 300W, internal 70.7/100V, 100W transformer ........... 942.00
SX600-PI................... High power dual 12" 2-way, 600W, SJO cable input ................. 2364.00
SX600-PIX................. High power dual 12" 2-way, 600W, internal 70.7/100V, 

600W transformer, SJO cable input ........................................... 2673.00              

EAW AX SERIES INSTALLATION SPEAKERS The AX 
Series features Concentric Summation Array™ technology for 
highly coherent sound, both on- and off-axis. The LF subsystem 
has an acoustic origin along the axis of the coaxial MF/HF 
components, creating a true uni-axial design. All AX enclosures 
are identically sized, dual trapezoids. The MF/HF horns and the 
enclosures are symmetrical and so rotatable to create horizon-
tally or vertically orientated arrays. Internal passive crossovers 
are designed to work with a digital signal processor (DSP) to 
minimize power losses and provide more sophisticated processing to maximize per-
formance. The companion AX122 subwoofer is designed to extend the low frequency 
response. Models shown are in black, but white is also available. Also, special order 
weather resistant models are available (add WP to model number).
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
AX344-BLACK ............ 12" 3-way, 45°x45° horn, 68Hz-20kHz, 

LF -1000W at 8ohms, barrier strip ............................................ 3250.00
AX364-BLACK ............ 12" 3-way, 60°x45° horn, 68Hz-20kHz, 

LF -1000W at 8ohms, barrier strip ............................................ 3250.00
AX366-BLACK ............ 12" 3-way, 60°x60° horn, 68Hz-20kHz, 

LF -1000W at 8ohms, barrier strip ............................................ 3250.00
AX396-BLACK ............ 12" 3-way, 90°x60° horn, 68Hz-20kHz, 

LF -1000W at 8ohms, barrier strip ............................................ 3250.00
AX122-BLACK ............ 12" dual subwoofer ................................................................... 2508.00

QSC POWERLIGHT 3 SERIES 
This series has 3 models ranging 
in power from 1250W to 4000W per 
channel at 2ohms. All are 2RU, only 
15.6" deep and 22lbs. They feature 
high-efficiency switchmode power 
supplies, DataPort for remote com-
puter control, removable knobs 
with lock-out security plate, user-
defeatable clip limiters and selectable low-frequency filter per channel, 3 selectable 
input gains, front and rear panel LEDs to indicate switch settings, Parallel Dataport, 
XLRM and XLRF connectors, and Speakon and “Touch Proof” binding post outputs.
ITEM 8 OHMS 4 OHMS 2 OHMS WEIGHT PRICE
PL325...........................500W .................. 850W .............. 1250W ..................22lbs..... 1197.60
PL340...........................800W ................ 1250W .............. 2000W ..................22lbs..... 1455.20
PL380.........................1500W ................ 2500W .............. 4000W ..................24lbs..... 2439.20 

We service many of the major brands that we carry.
Call our Authorized Repair Department at ext. 1172

Honesty and Value
since 1971

TECHNOMAD TURNKEY PA SYSTEMS These solutions are designed to be setup 
in 15 minutes or less, and offer custom solutions for either mobile or permanently 
installed applications, in three sizes designed for audience sizes of 500+, 1000+, or 
2000+.  CD or tape players may plug into the provided mixer. The included rack in the 
system ships pre-wired and assembled. All systems include Technomad Mil-Spec 
weatherproof speakers, with power matched amplifier, mixer, microphone, cabling, 
wallmounts (install kits) and tripods (mobile kits). The IPA1 includes: 2 Vienna16 
speakers, 1 stereo 150W amp, 1 Technomad line mixer (2 mic in, 4 RCA in), 1 dynamic 
mic, and a 6RU rack. The IPA2 changes to 2 Noho C install speakers, and a stereo 275W 
amp. The IPA3 uses a pair of 2 Berlin 15 speakers, and a stereo 400W amp. The MPA 
models are the mobile versions of the systems and include tripod speaker stands.  
The MPA-3 system substitutes the touring model of Berlin speakers.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
IPA-1......................... Install system kit, for audience of 500+ ................................... 2942.60
IPA-2......................... Install system kit, for audience of 1000+ .......................................CALL
IPA-3......................... Install system kit, for audience of 2000+ .......................................CALL
MPA-1 ....................... Mobile system kit, for audience of 500+ ................................... 3187.88
MPA-2 ....................... Mobile system kit, for audience of 1000+ .......................................CALL
MPA-3 ....................... Mobile system kit, for audience of 2000+ .......................................CALL 

IPA-1
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TELEX LEGACY 2.4GHZ WIRELESS 
FOR SPORTS A complete, portable wire-
less intercom system (up to 14 coaches) 
that sets up in seconds, and requires 
no FCC license. The systems are based 
on 2.4GHz, IEEE 802.11b wireless LAN 
technology, and incorporate a 64bit audio 
encryption system. They offer 3 audio 
channels, and offer full-duplex, hands-
free operation. The beltpacks operate on 
rechargeable lithium ion batteries, and 
typically get about 8 hours of use per 
charge (charging time is about 6 hrs). Mic 
gain adjustments are programmable right 
on the beltpack (with voice prompts). 
Units carry a 3-year warranty. 

These kits include:
• Sturdy carrying case (weight: 14 lbs. 8 oz., size: 23.5" L x 8.5" W x 20.5" H)
• 1 XO-AP base station
• 1 directional antenna
• Encrypted XO-1 beltpacks (and battery chargers)
• 1 gooseneck antenna mount (with clip for optional remote placement)

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
TELEX LEGACY 2.4GHz Wireless for Sports
LEGACY-3-SYSTEM ... 3-coach wireless intercom system, no headsets ........................ 3320.00
LEGACY-4-SYSTEM ... 4-coach wireless intercom system, no headsets ..............................CALL
LEGACY-5-SYSTEM ... 5-coach wireless intercom system, no headsets ..............................CALL
LEGACY-6-SYSTEM ... 6-coach wireless intercom system, no headsets ..............................CALL
LEGACY-7-SYSTEM ... 7-coach wireless intercom system, no headsets ..............................CALL
LEGACY HEADSETS (with A4F connectors, 150ohm phones, dynamic boom mics)
PH1LG ...................... Single-sided, 6' cord, swivel boom mic, 8db noise cancel ........... 199.00
PH2LG ......................Dual-sided, 6' cord, swivel boom mic, 8db noise cancel .............. 239.00
HR1LG ...................... Single-sided, 5' cord, omni-flex boom mic, 15db noise cancel .... 239.00
HR2LG ......................Dual-sided, 5' cord, omni-flex boom mic, 15db noise cancel ....... 264.00
PH100LG .................. Single-sided, 5' cord, omni-flex boom mic, 21db noise cancel .... 299.00
PH200LG ..................Dual-sided, 5' cord, omni-flex boom mic, 21db noise cancel ....... 309.00 

LEGACY-5-SYSTEM

HM ELECTRONICS DX300 COACHES 
WIRELESS SYSTEM The DX300 provides 
clear, secure, two-way sideline and press 
box communication, expandable for up 
to 20 coaches. It takes minutes to set up 
and prevents eavesdropping with its digital 
frequency hopping spread spectrum coupled with 64 bits of encryption. Uses 2 types 
of communicators with the DX300—the lightweight beltpac or the all-in-one wireless 
headset. No frequency coordination is required. The system supports offense and 
defense communication channels. All systems include one MB300 base station with 
two antennas, AC40A battery charger, a BAT41 spare battery, power supplies, travel 
case and two 6' headset cables.

Systems:

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
FIVE-COACH-CZ11412 ....... Five Coach System w/ three BP300 beltpacs, 

no headsets included
Note – 2 coaches are operating from the base station ........CALL

FIVE-COACH-CZ11456 ....... Five Coach System w/ 3 BP300 beltpacs, 5 HS15 headsets
Note – 2 coaches are operating from the base station ........CALL

FIVE-COACH-CZ11457 ....... Five Coach System w/ 3 WH300 All-In-One headsets, 
2 HS15 headsets 
Note – 2 coaches are operating from the base station ........CALL 

MB300

HME

Components/Headsets:

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
WH300-CZ11407................ All-In-One wireless headset w/ battery, headstrap ............ 560.00
BP300-CZ11408 ................ BP300 beltpack w/no headset ............................................ 380.00
BP300-HS15-CZ11439....... BP300 beltpack w/HS15 headset ....................................... 563.00
BP300-HS15D-CZ11440 .... BP300 beltpack w/HS15D headset ..................................... 682.00
HS15-CZ11450................... Single muff lightweight noise-canceling headset .............. 183.00
HS15D-CZ11451 ................ Double muff lightweight noise-canceling headset ............. 302.00
G27245-1 ........................... MD-XLR4M adapter, adapter cable for 

XLR4F terminated dynamic mic headset .............................. 74.81
115G394 ............................ 6' Headset extension cable for 

HS14/HS14D & HS15/HS15D models .................................... 11.00
G27021-1 ........................... BAT850 rechargeable battery, 

7.2V 2300 mAH NIMH pack for base station ........................ 84.00
CZ11484 ............................ AC850 Battery Charger – 4 port charger for BAT850 

battery, includes power supply, cord and manual .............. 620.00
104034............................... BAT41 rechargeable battery, Li-ion, for WH300 and BP300 ...... 48.00
107G065 ............................ Beltpac pouch – Santoprene rubber protective pouch 

& clip for BP300 ..................................................................... 8.00
176G018 ............................ Travel Case for DX300 system, includes foam inserts ....... 368.00
101G048 ............................ 5.9" reverse TNC base antenna ............................................ 57.00
G27009-1 ........................... 6' Remote antenna kit -6' cable w/right-angled bracket 

for remoting base antenna ................................................... 87.00
G26671-1 ........................... 30' Remote antenna kit-30' cable w/right-angled bracket for 

remoting base antenna ...................................................... 125.00
115G372 ............................ Base Station interconnect cable – 7' with RJ45 connectors ..... 9.00 
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BUHL MEDIA XMS DIGITAL PRESENTATION 
PLAYER A completely portable presentation play-
er that connects to any TV or projector (up to 1080i) to playback presentations, video, 
pictures and audio files. Simply plug a flash drive or SD card (not included) into one 
of the two available USB ports or SD card slot and connect the MediaPlay XMS to 
your TV or projector. No PC is required. Plays MPEG-1/2, RealMedia and Divx videos, 
MP3 and WMA audio files, and JPEG and GIF images. Connect via VGA, component or 
composite video and RCA audio connections.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
XMS ........................... Digital presentation player .......................................................... 105.00 

BUHL BUHLFX 2000 DIGITAL SIGNAGE SYSTEM 
The BuhlFX 2000 includes everything needed for a stand-
alone digital signage system. Video, pictures, motion 
graphics and more can be used. Import videos and 
pictures from a variety of popular formats via flash 
drive and store them on the 80GB hard drive. Plug and 
play hardware with wizard and template driven software 
combine for quick and easy setup. Easy setup by using either Ethernet or WiFi. 
Connect the BuhlFX 2000 to any monitor or projector (not included) via VGA, DVI or 
HDMI connections. Audio is through a Toslink optical connection, which supports 5.1 
audio. Includes Buhl Digital Signage Pro Software and a one-year warranty.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
BUHLFX-2000............ Digital signage system .............................................................. 1248.75 

DA-LITE HOLO SCREEN HOLOGRAPHIC 
REAR PROJECTION SYSTEMS FOR DIGITAL 
SIGNAGE The Holo Screen is a holographic rear 
projection screen for point-of-sale and digital signage 
applications in retail stores, window displays, airports, banks and other high traffic areas. 
Available in sizes up to 108" x 300", the Holo Screen features an advanced holographic 
technology that displays images projected from 18-35 degrees. The result is a remarkably 
bright and clear image – even in brightly lit environments. The transparent display allows 
viewers to look at and see through the screen. Available in video and HDTV format sizes, 
all screens include top mounting hardware. Partial sizes listed below, call for smaller 
screens & custom quotes on sizes larger than 108" x 144", up to 108" x 300". Please allow 
reasonable lead-time on shipping quotes on larger screens due to freight shipping.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
VIDEO FORMAT
21497.....60"x80" viewing area, 100" nom diagonal, 1/4" thick, 300lbs ship wt ........ 2550.04
21498.....72"x96" viewing area, 120" nom. diagonal, 1/4" thick, 432lbs ship wt .............CALL
21508.....90"x120" viewing area, 150" nom. diagonal, 3/8" thick, 631bs ship wt ............CALL
21509.....108"x144" viewing area, 180" nom. diagonal, 3/8" thick, 857lbs ship wt .........CALL
HDTV FORMAT
21502.....45"x80" viewing area, 92" nom. diagonal, 1/4" thick, 225lbs ship wt ......... 1273.69
21503.....52"x92" viewing area, 106" nom. diagonal, 1/4" thick, 324lbs ship wt ....... 1833.68
21510.....65"x116" viewing area, 133" nom. diagonal, 3/8" thick, 471lbs ship wt ...........CALL
21511.....78"x139" viewing area, 159" nom. diagonal, 3/8" thick, 678lbs ship wt ...........CALL 

SANYO PID-42AE1 42" LCD 
MONITOR Equipped with PID 
(Public Information Display), it 
offers portrait enable, dust protec-
tion, and a rugged design. Video and 
graphics can be displayed in seam-
less high-quality HD at 1920x1080 
and 16:9 aspect ratio. Orientation 
can be landscape or portrait. It 
offers technologies such as PIP, 
where another small image is displayed in a big image, and POP, where 2 images 
are displayed right & left at the same size. It has various inputs & outputs including 
component (Y,Pb,Pr) or RGBHV in/out with 5-BNC, composite video in/out with BNC, 
and RS-232 control port (serial D-Sub 9) in/out for daisy chain connection. There are 
computer inputs (a D-Sub 15 RGB terminal) and DVI-D in with HDCP for HD signals. 
There are also jacks for external speakers. Includes manual, remote control with 
batteries, & AC power cord.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
PID-42AE1 ................ 42" LCD monitor, 1080p, PID .................................................... 1195.00 

SANYO DIGITAL SIGNAGE LCD 
MONITORS  Sanyo's weatherproof 
large screen monitors are sealed in 
weather-tight aluminum cabinets and 
intended for outdoor use with anti-
reflection tamper glass. The robust 
monitors offer a non-glare acrylic 
panel that protects it from a variety of 
environmental issues such as dust and food oil. All monitors offer a "no holes" ventila-
tion design and can be mounted in landscape or portrait modes. All models include 
composite/RGB/component (YPbPr) in/output (loop through) and stereo audio (RCA 
x2). A DVI-D input is available on the CE42LH2WP & CE52SR2 models while HDMI is 
also available on the CE52SR2. The 52" CE52SR2 daylight-readable monitor also offers 
up to 1500 (cd/m² for panel) brightness with ideal conditions under daylight. Optional 
PJ-Net Organizer Plus allows network control.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CE42LH2WP .............. 42" IP66 rated weatherproof LCD display, HD (1920x1080) ............CALL
CE52SR2 ................... 52" IP66 rated weatherproof LCD display, HD (1920x1080)  ...........CALL
POA-LN01.................. PJ-Net organizer for CE42LM4N .......................................................CALL
POA-LN02.................. PJ-Net organizer for CE42LH2WP & CE52SR2..................................CALL

CE42LH2WP

NEW!

GEFEN HD DIGITAL SIGNAGE PLAYER Create 
an effective digital signage solution using the 
Signage Player which features easy-to-use soft-
ware, scalable distribution and control. HDMI or VGA outputs support video content 
to 1080p with a single cable. Using the included software, content can be scheduled 
into a playlist and is transferred over IP to the 2GB internal memory. HDMI, VGA, 
3.5mm mini stereo analog, RJ-45, and USB 2.0 connections. Comes with mounting 
brackets (side slotted) for behind the display or on the wall.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
EXT-HD-DSP .............. HD digital signage player ............................................................ 981.98 

GEFEN DVI VIDEO WALL CONTROLLER  Creates a 2x2 video wall for digital sig-
nage applications with a max resolution of 1920x1200p60 supported on each output. 
Many configurations are available including full-screen enlargement, horizontal array, 
4 identical displays and more. Multiple input and output resolutions are supported 
and automated control is supported with RS232. Rack ears, IR remote control, 6' DVI 
cable and 6' DB9 serial cable included. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
EXT-DVI-VWC-242..... Video wall controller for digital signage.................................... 1007.18 

NEW!

CABLES TO GO TRULINK® WIRELESS 
DIGITAL SIGNAGE DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM  This system enables video with 
stereo audio to be distributed and synchro-
nized wirelessly across multiple displays. The 
802.11a/g wireless capabilities allow easy installation of digital signs in locations where 
running cables is difficult. Can also be used in wired mode using standard Cat5/6 cables. 
Supports up to 32 screens wirelessly or supports up to 1000 screens in wired mode. 
Wireless mode supports distances up to 100' by using the included antennas in an indoor 
environment while wired mode supports distances up to 3000'. Supports resolutions up 
to 1280x1024 @ 20fps, 1024x768 @ 30fps. Supports 10Base-T/100Base-TX & 802.11a/g. 
Connections include DVI-I, VGA and dual RCA audio. One year warranty.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
29505........................ TruLink wireless digital signage transmitter .............................. 687.88
29506........................ TruLink wireless digital signage receiver .................................... 687.88

NEW!

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
 Call today or visit us online!

Honesty and Value
since 1971
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D I G I T A L  S I G N A G E

SONY GXDL-52H1 52" FULL HD DIGITAL SIGNAGE LCD DISPLAY This 
920x1080 HD screen works well in semi-outdoor environments such as stadiums, 
airports, and train stations.  Features burn-in resistant LCD technology, an IP30-rated 
dust & tamper-resistant aluminum chassis, replaceable tamper-proof glass, a LAN 
connection for status and control, internal heat sink, 1 HDMI in, and 1 DVI in.  SNMP 
compatible for remote status and diagnostics purposes.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
GXDL52H1 ................. 52" Full HD LCD display for digital signage ....................................CALL
BKMFW15.................. HDMI input adapter ..................................................................... 113.19
BKMFW16.................. HD-SDI adapter ........................................................................... 879.89
ICSFW40D ................. HD streaming card for digital signage w/ 60 GB HDD ................ 888.31
VSPNS7 ..................... HD storage player for digital signage........................................ 1522.92
BKMFW21.................. Monitor RS232 control adapter ................................................... 113.19 

SONY INTERACTIVE
 LCD TOUCH SCREEN MONITORS 
These 42" and 47" LCD monitors use 3M’s optically clear Dispersive Touch Technology 
(DST) within the Sony factory LCD housings. The technology is designed for high traf-
fic, high use environments, and serves as an extra layer of protection for the LCD panel 
itself. Supports gesture functions and offers the users standard USB 2.0 touch inter-
face with touch connections located in the connector bay area of the LCD. All models 
feature 1920x1080 native resolution and 1000:1 contrast ratio. They support audio in/
out (pinjack), DVI-D, composite video out, Ethernet, HD component I/O, S-Video, and 
video-in interfaces. Also equipped with a network port for remote control/monitoring. 
An option slot accepts a range of adapters for versatility.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
FWDS42E1TOUCH...... 42" LCD touch screen, 500 cd/m2 brightness ........................... 3144.19
FWDS42H1TOUCH ..... 42" LCD touch screen, 700 cd/m2 brightness ........................... 3357.25
FWDS47H1TOUCH ..... 47" LCD touch screen, 700 cd/m2 brightness .................................CALL  

FWDS42H1TOUCH

SONY VSP-NS7 DIGITAL SIGNAGE PLAYER The VSP-NS7 has advanced digital 
signage functionality with a simple drag and drop software management tool. It is HD 
compliant to 1920x1080 for graphic files, and 1280 x 720 for HD video. It has Seamless 
Sequential Playout with no black during video switching, easy keying capability for 
logo insertion over video playout, and content rotation to rotate video for portrait 
playback. The NS7 has the ability to play back WM9HD. It has control over projectors 
and display devices, general scheduling, and NS7 management. Content can be sent 
from the Central management PC to the NS7 to update storage. It features Five Layer 
Playback including Bitmap, JPEG, Browser, Video, and Telop. Connectivity includes 
a Live IP Camera Input, two RS232 ports, four USB ports, PS/2 mouse/keyboard, 
Ethernet, analog RGB D-Sub 15pin, and 1/8" stereo audio output. Monitoring software 
is sold separately.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
VSPNS7 ..................... HD storage player for digital signage........................................ 1522.92
VSPAM7..................... Monitoring software for VSPNS7 .................................................. 609.17 

TOTEVISION LCD-1701TS TOUCHSCREEN MONITOR  This 17" touchscreen 
LCD monitor is ideal for use in educational displays or informational kiosks. Features 
a 5 wire resistive touch screen with a wide 170º viewing angle and low power con-
sumption.  It has 1280x1024 (SXGA) resolution, 1,000:1 contrast ratio, CCFT back 
light, 2 x 2W built-in speakers, VGA 15-pin mini D-SUB input, and USB connection for 
the touch screen.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
LCD1701TS................ Touchscreen monitor, 17", 1280x1024 ........................................ 837.00 

NEW!

TOTEVISION LED DIGITAL SIGNAGE MONITORS  Ideal for digital signage, pro-
duction or hospitality situations, these LED monitors feature a true high definition 
image with no downscaling and a durable metal case with an even front bezel. All 
controls are located on the back of the units. Both models feature ATSC/QAM tuners 
and 1920x1080 resolution. The LED-2361HDMT is 23", with a contrast ratio of 1,000:1, 
and inputs for composite, component, HDMI, S-Video, VGA and RS-232 control. The 
LED-4200HDMT is a higher-end 42" model with a 4000:1 contrast ratio with inputs for 
composite (x2), component (x3), S-video (x2), HDMI (x2), VGA  (x1), RS-232 control 
(x1), and multiple RCA audio inputs. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
LED2361HDMT........... LED monitor, 23", 1920x1080 ..................................................... 746.00
LED4200HDMT........... LED monitor, 42", 1920x1080 ................................................... 1850.00 

NEW!

SPINETIX HMP100/200 DIGITAL SIGNAGE MEDIA PLAYERS  These media 
players are a unique alternative to proprietary, PC based solutions for digital signage. With 
the HMP100 and HMP200 SpinetiX offers a new and simplified way to schedule, combine, 
update, stream and display content, whether it be audio, video, vector graphics, pictures or 
text. Great for use in interactive displays or videowalls and in a variety of settings including 
advertising, transportation, hospitality, finance and live events. Their fanless design and the 
absence of moving parts make these boxes extremely durable and well-suited for harsh 
environments. And their small design means they can be hidden nearly anywhere. Both 
players feature internal flash memory, flash drive and HDD support via USB, HDMI and VGA 
outs, 1/8" TRS audio out, real time event communication, horizontal and vertical display capa-
bility, animation capabilities, and support for touchscreen, keyboard, joystick, gamepad or 
mouse interaction. The HMP200 adds full HD 1080p video, and has 8GB of internal memory.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
HMP-100 ................... Hyper Media Player, 4GB, 720p ................................................. 1795.00
HMP-200 ................... Hyper Media Player, 8GB, 1080p ............................................... 2199.00
HMD-PRO .................. Hyper Media Director software license, single ........................... 1699.00
HMD-SITE .................. Hyper Media Director software license, 20 seats .............................CALL

NEW!
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SONAR-X1-P-ED ..... SONAR X1 Producer EDU Single ................ 299.00
SONAR-X1-P-PK ..... SONAR X1 Producer EDU Lab Pack (5) ...... 899.00

M U S I C  L A B  P R O D U C T S

M-AUDIO FAST TRACK ULTRA The Fast Track® Ultra 8 x 8 audio/MIDI interface 
features high-speed USB 2.0 connectivity, MX Core™ DSP mixer and four preamps 
with award-winning Octane™ technology. Featuring both analog and digital I/O, 
it allows low-latency recording on all eight channels simultaneously with pristine 
24-bit/96kHz fidelity. The on-board MX Core™ DSP mixer processes eight hardware 
inputs and eight software returns to the eight hardware outputs, delivering flexible 
routing and monitoring with delay and reverb. Compatible with most major audio 
software, Fast Track Ultra lets you record the way you want—in the studio or on the 
go. 6 balanced 1/4" line ins, 2 XLR mic ins, 2 XLR-1/4" mic/instrument in, 2 unbalanced 
1/4" insert ins, S/PDF I/O on RCA, 6 balanced 1/4" outs, 2 – 1/4" headphone outs.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
FAST-TRACK-ULTRA-EDU.......8-in/8-out USB audio interface

(10+ units purchased w/PO)  .......................................... 279.00

M-AUDIO PROKEYS SONO 61/88 DIGITAL PIANOS WITH USB INTERFACE
These feature semi-weighted, velocity-sensitive keys, 40-note polyphony, 128 onboard 
general MIDI sounds, instant access to 5 built-in sounds (3 piano tones, clav, organ), 
and a stereo-sampled Steinway grand piano. They also have a built-in 2-in/2-out, 
16bit/44.1kHz USB audio interface with XLR mic, 1/4" instrument, and RCA inputs, 
and 1/4" jacks for stereo line outputs. Dual front-mounted headphone jacks are nice 
when in lab or teaching scenarios. Other features include MIDI out, connection and 
power via the USB bus, pitch bend wheel, mod wheel, piano reset button to restore 
all settings to default piano sound, and a sustain pedal jack. Includes Ableton Live 
Lite sequencing software.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
PRO-KEYS-SONO61-EDU .......61-key digital piano w/USB audio interface

(10+ units purchased w/PO) ........................................... 289.00
PRO-KEYS-SONO88-EDU .......88-key digital piano w/USB audio interface

(10+ units purchased w/PO) ........................................... 359.00
SP-2 ......................................Optional piano style sustain pedal .................................... 29.95
PROTOOLS-MPOWERED-8 .....Optional DAW software .................................................... 249.95

KEYSTATION-61ES

M-AUDIO KEYSTATION SERIES MIDI CONTROLLERS This series offers 
everything from simple input of MIDI messages to versions that have hammer-
weighted keys and LCD displays. The Keystation 61ES and 88ES are basic models 
that connect to the computer via USB and require a native USB port or 9VDC power 
supply (optional) for powering up. They have pitch bend and modulation wheels, and 
a separate MIDI-out jack to route signals from the PC or to control external devices. 
The Pro88 is a deluxe controller featuring hammer-action with over 59 assignable 
controllers and a LCD display for viewing, editing and program changes.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
KEYSTATION-61ES-EDU ... 61 semi-weighted keys USB MIDI

(10+ units purchased w/PO) ................................................. 135.00
KEYSTATION-88ES-EDU ... 88 semi-weighted keys USB MIDI

(10+ units purchased w/PO) ................................................. 159.00
778=4000-40349-00 ...... Power supply 9VDC for Keystation series ................................. 25.50

SONO61

PLEASE ALWAYS CONSULT MANUFACTURER’S WEBSITE FOR MOST CURRENT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS!PLEASE ALWAYS CONSULT MANUFACTURER’S WEBSITE FOR MOST CURRENT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS!

ABLETON LIVE 8 DAW SOFTWARE
•Complete nondestructive editing with 

unlimited undo
•New groove engine: apply in real time
•Powerful and creative MIDI sequencing 

of software and hardware instruments
•Realtime time-stretching and warping 

of AIFF, WAV, Ogg Vorbis, FLAC and MP3 
files, for improvisation & instant remixing

•Built-in audio effects include vocoder, 
multiband dynamics, overdrive, limiter, 
frequency shifter, and more.

•VST and AU effects and instruments support; 
automatic plug-in delay compensation

•Full ReWire & REX file support & native sliced audio file creation
•Video import and export for scoring to picture
•Suite version includes 6 virtual instruments, the Essential 

Instrument Collection 2, Session Drum (22GB of samples), 
Drum Machines, Latin Percussion and more
Collection 2 and Session Drums

LIVE-8-EDU ............... DAW software Mac/PC ........................... 329.00
LIVE-8-SUITE-EDU .... DAW software Mac/PC with instruments ...499.00

SUPPORTS:

S O F T W A R E

AVID MBOX 4X4 USB 2.0 AUDIO INTERFACE  Record, edit, and mix per-
formances with stunning sound quality, using the professional-grade Mbox® audio 
interface. Easily connect mics, instruments, monitors, and other analog, digital, and/
or MIDI gear with your computer to capture and create studio-quality productions. 
Just pair Mbox with your favorite audio recording or music creation software such as 
Pro Tools®, Logic, Live, Fruity Loops, Cubase, and more. Features soft-clip limiter, 
built-in guitar tuner, onboard DSP with cue mixing and reverb effects, up to 24-bit/96 
kHz audio resolution, and is Mac and PC compatible.
•4 x 4 simultaneous channels of I/O
•(2) XLR mic/line combo inputs with professional-grade
•Mic preamps and 48V phantom power
•(2) 1/4” DI inputs on front panel for easy access
•(2) balanced 1/4” monitor outputs
•(1) 1/4” stereo headphone output with volume control
•Stereo S/PDIF digital I/O
•(1) MIDI input, one MIDI output
•Monitor control section with Mono and Dim controls
•Dedicated monitor volume knob
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MBOX-EDU ................ 4-in/4-out USB 2.0 audio interface .................................................CALL

NEW!

PROTOOLS-9-EDU .............Audio production software Mac/PC ...... 295.00
PROTOOLS-9-UG-LE-EDU.......Pro Tools LE to Pro Tools 9 upgrade ..... 125.00
PROTOOLS-9-UG-MP-EDU .....M-Powered to Pro Tools 9 upgrade....... 175.00

AVID PRO TOOLS 9 AUDIO 
PRODUCTION SOFTWARE
•Use your favorite Avid audio interface, 3rd 

party Core Audio/ASIO interface (up to 32 
channels supported), or built-in audio.

•Create bigger mixes with more simultaneous audio tracks - 
up to 96 or 192* voices

•Multitrack Beat Detective, OMF/AAF/MXF 
interchange, DigiBase Pro, and full Import 
Session Data dialog as standard

•Automatic Delay Compensation
•EUCON integration for Artist 

and Pro Series consoles/controllers
•Work with video easily using the Time Code Ruler 

and variable stereo pan depths
•Mix in surround with the updated 7.1 surround panner*
•Create complex mixes with 256 internal busses, 

160 aux tracks, and 512* total audio tracks
•Share your music mixes with anyone with included MP3 Export
*Feature/spec available with the expansion toolkit

SUPPORTS:

SONAR X1 PRODUCER
•Unlimited Audio and MIDI Tracks
•32-/64-bit and Windows 7 Ready
•AudioSnap 2.0 — Fix the timing of 

audio tracks with the click of a mouse
•Roland V-Vocal — Get that 

perfect pitch every time
•Surround Sound, Video Import/Export
•Matrix View — Non-linear production 

environment for audio and MIDI Loops
•Step Sequencer 2.0 — Program beats, 

leads and bass lines
•T and S Series Effects — 13 audio effects 

designed to make any mixing task a breeze
•ProChannel, Session Drummer, 

Demension Pro, Guitar Rig 4 LE
•Mastering Effects, Channel Strip Effects, TruPianos Amber
•RGC Synth Suite — 4 legendary VSTi’s from the renowned 

synth developer RGC

NEW!

SUPPORTS:

NEW!
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SIBELIUS 6 
MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE
•Entry via computer keyboard, 

MIDI controller or MIDI guitar
•Built-in library of 600+ chord types 

complete with guitar voicings
•Keyboard and fretboard display windows 

for entry or playback visualization
•Live Tempo allows real-time conducting 

during playback and recording
•Built-in software mixer with status save and recall
•Includes convolution reverb, chorus, EQ, distortion & timbre
•Sibelius Sounds Essentials library includes improved 

orchestral, choral and jazz sounds from Garritan, 
Tapspace and the A.I.R. group

•M-Audio General MIDI virtual instrument library
•ReWire for synchronization with DAW
•Classroom control panel for teachers

SIBELIUS-6-EDU ...... Notation software, Academic version ..... 295.00
SIBELIUS-6-5PACK .. As above, 5-pack, for music labs ........... 699.00 

SUPPORTS:

REASON-5-EDU .................. Virtual synth bundle for WinXP/
Vista/OSX, Academic version ........ 239.00

REASON-5-EDU-10PK......... 10-pack, for music labs ............. 1649.00
REASON-5-EDU-UPGRADE.. Upgrade from previous version, 

Academic pricing ............................ 69.00 

MOTU DIGITAL PERFORMER
•Up to 24-bit/192kHz audio recording
•Track comping, direct audio 

CD burning
•MasterWorks Leveler and ProVerb 

convolution plug-ins
•Amp emulator, speaker modeling, 

and guitar pedal modeling plug-ins
•Inline EQ & multi-band dynamics in 

each mixing channel
•Works with OMF/AAF, SDII, ACID, REX
•RTAS, Rewire & Pro Tools HD/Accel support
•Final Cut Pro integration with XML file support
•Create/print lead sheets w/ lyrics and 

transposable chord symbols

DIGITAL-PRFMR-EDUCAT ... DAW software, Mac only, 
Academic version ......................... 395.00

DIGITAL-PRFMR-LP5.......... As above, 5-pk, for music labs ... 1475.00 

SUPPORTS:

MAKE MUSIC FINALE
NOTATION SOFTWARE
• Unlimited number of staves & verses
•Chromatic & diatonic transposition
•World-class, engraver-quality printing
•SmartScore® Lite for scanning 

original engraved music
•MicNotator® - entero notation into Finale 

from MIDI, your mouse, scanning, or by 
playing your instrument

•Export page/section as TIFF or PICT file
•Save file as audio MP3, WAV, or AIFF
•Record or import an audio track
•Includes 375 world-class instrument sounds from Garritan, 

new orchestral instruments, percussion, electric drums & 
guitars, and choirs

•Updated Garritan Aria Player w/reverb and the ability to save 
Ensembles

•Includes more than 800 ready-made, customizable music 
education worksheets and flashcards

FINALE-2011-ACADEMIC...Notation software, for XP/Vista/7, 
Mac OSX, Academic version ........... 245.98

SUPPORTS:

PIANO/KEY-VOL1-EDU ..... Piano & keyboard method software ... 79.95
PIANO/KEY-VOL1-EDU5 ... 5 user lab pack ............................... 237.98
PIANO/KEY-VOL1-EDU10 . 10 user lab pack ............................. 356.98
PIANO/KEY-VOL1-EDU20 . 20 user lab pack ............................. 594.98

EMEDIA PIANO & KEYBOARD
METHOD VOLUME 1 -
EDUCATIONAL EDITION
•Over 300 step-by-step lessons
•Basics; such as hand position, 

rhythm, and playing on black keys
•Music notation, sight reading, scales, & much more
•Over 70 video demonstrations of techniques
•Songs & exercises are enhanced by

live recorded audio/MIDI
•Interactive feedback when using MIDI keyboard
•Easy-to-read screens, enhanced audio/video
•Progress tracking
•100+ songs classical, pop, folk, rock, blues, country
•Digital metronome and recorder

EARMASTER-SCHOOL5 ...........Ear Training software ............... 109.00
EARMASTER-SCHOOL-ED5......5 user lab pack ......................... 399.99
EARMASTER-SCHOOL-LIC.......Site license ............................... 649.00

EMEDIA EARMASTER 5
SCHOOL EDUCATION EDITION
•Teaches ear training for musicians 

at any playing level & any instrument
•650 lessons with standard & jazz tutors
•Learn to recognize/transcribe intervals, chords, 

scales, rhythms and melodies
•Create customized exercises
•On-screen guitar, piano, violin, bass & others
•Sing, play or clap answers into a microphone
•Guitar tuner and metronome
•Advanced networking support/student progress reporting
•Create customized lessons (time limits, answer method)
•Student statistics & administration, organize users in a class
•Can run on a network (optional client computer installation)
•Available in 13 languages

CALL FOR EDUCATIONAL PRICING
ON ALL NATIVE INSTRUMENTS PRODUCTS

SEE MORE ACADEMIC
TITLES ON OUR WEBSITE!

FULLCOMPASS.COM

PROPELLERHEAD 
REASON – SOFTWARE 
SYNTHESIS SUITE

•Virtual studio synth studio 
bundle (no audio tracks)

• May integrate with any Rewire compatible 
host

• Includes large soundbank of drums, synths, REX files, etc.
• Expanded sequencer functionality, RPG8 

monophonic arpeggiator, Re-Groove 
Mixer, Thor Polysonic Orkester 

• Kong Drum Designer - drum synthesis, sampling, 
REX loops, physical modeling & custom-made effect 
modules

• DrOctoRex Loop Player - loop sequencer
• Block based pattern sequencing mode
• Every sample player becomes a sampler - record 

with a single click
• Multi-core optimization, on-screen keyboard and 

expanded Factory Sound Bank

NATIVE INSTRUMENTS 
KOMPLETE 7 BUNDLE
•24 KOMPLETE Instruments and Effects 

with 10,000 sounds & 90 GB of samples
•Suited for music production, live per-

formance, instrument and sound design
•High-quality sound engines deliver perfect sound quality
•5 Brand New Instruments and Effects
•Huge selection of presets covering the 

entire musical spectrum – all ready to play
•All instruments also run stand-alone – ideal for live per-

formances on stage
•Supports all major plug-in & sample formats
•Perfect integration in all professional recording 

environments

SUPPORTS:

KOMPLETE-7-EDU-5PK ...Software bundle, 5-pack for music labs ...767.69 

STEINBERG NUENDO 5
•Leading native audio post-production 

environment
•Toolset for ADR work and new 

native video engine
•Extended project exchange, including

 support of EDL lists
•Superior editing features and smooth 

new scrubbing engine
•Unique Nuendo Surround Panner V5 and 

more new VST3 plug-ins
•Extended automation system with “flexible 

passes” technology
•World-class mixing and routing features with 

automatable mix buses
•Completely reworked MediaBay with networking capabilities
•Network collaboration for multi-seat projects via LAN or WAN
•Mac OSX, Window XP/Vista/7 compatible

SUPPORTS:

NUENDO-5-EDU ................DAW software Mac/PC ..................... 900.00             

PLEASE ALWAYS CONSULT MANUFACTURER’S WEBSITE FOR MOST CURRENT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS!PLEASE ALWAYS CONSULT MANUFACTURER’S WEBSITE FOR MOST CURRENT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS!

Full Service: 800-356-5844
M-F: 9:00-5:30 CST

FULLCOMPASS.COM
Quick Purchase: 800-476-9886

M-F: 8:30-5:30 CST

STEINBERG CUBASE 6
•Software for recording, editing, mixing 

and producing music
•Unlimited audio and MIDI tracks
•8 built-in VST instruments - over 1900 

sounds
•60 VST3 plug-ins (+18 VST MIDI 

plug-ins)
•5.1 Surround and true multi-channel audio path
•MediaBay: universal media integration
•Sound frame browser: universal sound management
•New take-comping system and pitch correction
•New instruments like VST Amp Rack, LoopMash 2
•Advanced multitrack editing tools
•Beat creation and loop mangling
•Assign, create and edit multiple controller values directly 

on single note-level
•Multitrack drum editing new transient and tempo detection
•Instrument tracks, track templates & track presets, 

signature track

SUPPORTS:

CUBASE-6-EDU ...... DAW software for Windows 7/MacOSX ...... 299.99 

NEW!
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B A N D  /  O R C H E S T R A  /  C H O R A L

GIGLIGHTS GL1AND SGL MUSIC STAND LIGHTS The GL1 
GigLight produces a bright, wide-beam that lights up 2 full pages 
of music with 4x more light than the typical battery-operated 
clip-on light. It uses PowerBright LED technology, delivering full-
spectrum, daylight-color temperature light. The high-contrast, low-
glare illumination makes notes stand out and reduces eyestrain. A 
padded spring clip enables it to easily attach to the top of wire folding stands or solid 
back stands. The lamp head can be positioned out and over the music using an adjust-
able extension arm. It folds up small for easy carrying in a pocket, purse or accessory 
bag, and weighs just 10oz with batteries. The SGL Super GigLight model utilizes an 
advanced chip making it more powerful and more efficient, producing 4x more light 
than the GL1.  SGL comes complete with a soft carry case and 4 AA batteries.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
GL1-GIGLIGHTS ......... Standard GigLight ......................................................................... 39.99
SGL-GIGLIGHTS ......... Super GigLight with soft case and 4AA batteries .......................... 59.99  

MIGHTY BRIGHT MUSICIAN’S LIGHTS
XtraFlex Duet™ LED Music Light Dual super LED lights with two 
adjustable goosenecks can light two pages. It can clip to almost 
anything and offers 20 hours of continuous use.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
50810.............Black ......................................................................................................... 22.40  

TRIPLE LED™ TELESCOPING 3 LED lenses focus light evenly. Fully extendable 
arm and maneuverable head allows you to position your music light over your score. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
50212.............Silver w/ gig bag ....................................................................................... 12.48
50210.............Black w/ gig bag ....................................................................................... 13.52
37372.............AC adapter .................................................................................................. 8.96  

XTRAFLEX™ SUPER LED Super LED can be positioned in any direction. Special 
lens spreads light evenly with no hot spots. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
50412.............Silver ......................................................................................................... 13.44               
50410.............Black ......................................................................................................... 13.44  

CLASSIC SIGHT READER™ The original Mighty Bright. An economic solution for 
low-light situations. Features fully adjustable incandescent light beam.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
52212.............Silver ......................................................................................................... 10.75
52210.............Black ......................................................................................................... 10.75
36304.............Replacement bulbs 2pk .............................................................................. 3.82
36332.............AC adapter .................................................................................................. 8.96  

GL1

MANHASSET MUSIC STANDS Longest lasting, most durable 
music stand made. Rugged, all-aluminum, lightweight desks are 
ribbed for extra strength. Baked-on, glare-free, black textured finish 
resists scratches and chipping. Easy, automatic no-knob friction-
tilt neck delivers constant tension at any tilt position.  Solid-brass 
bearings, greaseless heavy-duty chrome inner shaft, and the original 
counterbalanced "Magic Finger Clutch™" provides one-hand friction 
grip. Secure at any height, even with a heavy load of music.  Heavy-
gauge, all-steel welded base provides excellent stability and requires minimum space 
on stage risers or in storage. All the components of the Manhasset Music stands are 
available and can be purchased separately too. This includes all models of desks, 
shafts, bases, and all pieces of hardware and fasteners.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
M48 ................Manhasset symphony stand, black – stand desk is  20"W x 12.5"H, 

height 26"-48" (lip to floor), overall max height of 60.5" ......................... 43.28
M48-6PACK ....6-pack of M48 ........................................................................................ 221.18
M48-COLOR....M48 - specify red, yellow, blue, orange, green, purple, grey, white .......... 50.37
M48TA ............Taller version of M48, height 38"-60" (lip-floor), 72.5" overall height ..... 48.97
5001...............Orchestral version of M48 - adds storage for resin, bows, etc ................. 48.97      
M52 ................Voyager stand - portable stand, twist lock mechanism for quick 

assemble/break down, height 26-48" (lip to floor), w/max 
overall height of 60.5" .............................................................................. 54.11  

M48

50810

NATIONAL PUBLIC SEATING MELODY SERIES 
MUSIC ROOM PRODUCTS The 8210 Melody Chair is 
specifically designed to meet the needs of a musical per-
formance environment. It is designed band-pitch style with 
a back angle of 97°, allowing for maximum breathing capa-
bility. The frame is built with strong 7/8", 16-gauge square 
tubing, with a 14-gauge rear seat brace. The DY82 Choir 
Dolly is chrome plated and stacks up to 18 Melody chairs. 
The 82MS Melody music stand features a desk made of 22-gauge aluminum, and has rolled steel 
edges to protect instruments. It has a coated black textured finish to prevent scratches and 
chipping. It vertically adjusts from 26"-46" (lip to floor), via a spring-loaded adjustable tube. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
8210.......................... Melody stack chair, black, 12 lbs .................................................. 55.85
TA82 .......................... Tablet arm accessory for 8210 (grey), 13.75"W x 17"D 

surface area, 8lbs, choose left or right handed version ................ 56.80
DY82 ......................... Dolly for up to 18 Melody 8210 chairs, 22 lbs ............................. 148.48
82MS ......................... Melody music stand, textured black, 8 lbs .................................... 38.78
DYMS10..................... Dolly for up to 10 82MS Melody music stands, 33 lbs................. 204.75
DYMS20..................... Dolly for up to 20 82MS Melody music stands, 55 lbs................. 286.37 

8210
& TA82

82MS

ON-STAGE STANDS SHEET MUSIC STANDS The 
SM7122B & SM7122N are compact sheet music stands, each 

fold for easy storage & portability with a spring-loaded trigger release. Each 
has 2 sections with a tilting 9" foldable book plate with 2" return lip, and fold out 
extensions with a 6-point hinge system (holds up to three 8.5" x 11" sheets). Each 
is height adjustable 26-40", with a 21" base spread. The SM7222B offers a tubular 
tripod base with an adjustable book plate (17" with 1" return lip), a telescoping 
3-section vertical shaft, and a tripod folding leg base. It is height adjustable 20-52", 
with a base spread of 18-23". The SM7122BB & SM7222BB offer a stand and black 
bag. Call for other available colors.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SM7122B................... Compact music stand, black finish .............................................. 10.99
SM7122N................... Compact music stand, nickel finish .............................................. 10.99
SM7122BB ................ SM7122 music stand with black carrying bag, black ................... 14.99
SM7222B................... Tubular tripod base music stand, black........................................ 19.99
SM7222BB ................ SM7222 music stand with black carrying bag, black ................... 21.99
SMSB6500................. Music stand canvas carrying bag, black......................................... 5.99 

SM7122B

K&M STANDS MUSIC STANDS High quality sheet music 
stands that go through K&M’s final quality-control inspection. 
Choose from collapsible, non-collapsible steel or wooden 
stands.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
10810.................Black powder coated steel, 3-piece folding, clamping elements, 

large desk w/integrated nameplate, desk: 500 x 240mm, 
stand height: 720/1520 mm ...............................................109.99

11479.................Orchestra stand, fully adjustable black steel desk, 
desk: 480 x 300mm, stand height: 660/1130mm ..............84.99

12178.................Steel desk (removable), locking base w/U-profile steel foldable 
legs, desk: 520 x 355mm, stand height: 610/1080mm ............89.99

12179.................Perforated steel desk (removable), locking base w/U-profile steel 
foldable legs, desk: 500 x 340 mm, stand height: 610/1080mm ..........89.99

116/1-WALNUT ...Wooden stand, angular 4-leg design, desk: 460 x 300mm,
stand height: 715/1225 mm, walnut ..................................249.99

116/1-BEECH .....Wooden stand, as above, in beech ...................................249.99
116/1-CHERRY ...Wooden stand, as above, in cherrywood ..........................249.99 

10810

Tenemos ventas y servicio en Español.
Expertos que hablan Español disponibles en x1178 y x1164.

Honesty and Value
since 1971

VU SHEET MUSIC STANDS  A line of stands which 
are ideal for schools, orchestras or houses of worship. 
All models feature steel construction, tripod bases and 
adjustable height settings. The MUS100-10B is a full-sized 
model with a 19.13"x13.5" book plate which has holes in it 
to prevent tipping in windy situations. The MUS200-10B is 
a collapsible model with an 18.25"x9.19" book plate. The 
MUS300-10B is a heavy-duty collapsible model with an 
18.25"x9.25" book plate.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MUS100-10B ............. Sheet music stand, "wind desk", 24" to 34.623" height ............... 59.99 
MUS200-10B ............. Sheet music stand, collapsible, 18.75" to 45.25" height   ............ 19.99
MUS300-10B ............. Sheet music stand, heavy-duty collapsible, 17.5" to 43.63" height  ..... 29.99   

MUS100-10B

MUS200-10B

NEW!
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SKB STRINGED INSTRUMENT CASES These cases are designed to hold an 
array of sizes and models securely and with uncompromising protection. Lid holds 
two bows. Perfect fit valance with D-ring for a handle and all hardware is reinforced 
with backplates.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
1SKB-444 .................. Sculptured 4/4 violin/14" viola case, fits 2 bows .......................... 94.99
1SKB-434 .................. Sculptured 3/4 violin/13" viola case, fits 2 bows .......................... 84.99
1SKB-544 .................. 4/4 cello shell, scratch resistant, built-in wheels, 

sure-grip handles, interior pockets ............................................. 329.99
1SKB-344 .................. 4/4 cello deluxe, molded pocket cover supports the neck ........... 209.99
1SKB-264 .................. 15" & 16" viola deluxe case, interior storage ................................ 79.99
1SKB-244 .................. 4/4 violin / 14" viola deluxe case, interior storage ........................ 74.99
1SKB-234 .................. 3/4 violin / 13" viola deluxe case .................................................. 74.99
1SKB-212 .................. 1/2 violin / 12" viola deluxe case, plush-lined storage ................. 74.99
1SKB-214 .................. 1/4 violin deluxe case, plush-lined storage................................... 74.99 

SKB WIND INSTRUMENT CASES 
These cases and bags provided excellent 
protection for all instruments. All cases features 
a D-ring handle and all hardware is reinforced with 
backplates. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
1SKB-340 .................. Alto sax, fits most contemporary models....................................... 94.99
1SKB-SC340.............. Alto sax soft case, fits most contemporary alto sax ...................... 64.99
1SKB-310 .................. B-foot flute case ........................................................................... 39.99
1SKB-312 .................. C-foot flute case ........................................................................... 39.99
1SKB-1511P.............. Clarinet/Oboe carry-all bag, fits clarinet and oboe cases ............. 29.99
1SKB-320 .................. Clarinet case, fits b-flat clarinets ................................................. 49.99
1SKB-140 .................. Contoured alto sax case, fits most alto saxophones ..................... 94.99
1SKB-440 .................. Contoured pro alto sax case, fit contemporary alto saxes ........... 114.99
1SKB-455W ............... Contoured pro baritone sax case w/ wheels ................................ 314.99
1SKB-450 .................. Contoured pro tenor sax case ...................................................... 134.99
1SKB-150 .................. Contoured tenor sax case ............................................................ 104.99
1SKB-1706P.............. Flute/piccolo carry-all bag, fits flute and piccolo cases ............... 29.99
1SKB-315 .................. Oboe case ...................................................................................... 49.99
1SKB-350 .................. Rectangular tenor sax case, fits most contemporary models ...... 104.99
1SKB-SC350.............. Tenor sax soft case, fits most contemporary models..................... 74.99 

1SKB-544

SKB BRASS INSTRUMENT 
CASES These cases and bags pro-
vided excellent protection for all 
bass instruments. All cases feature 
a D-ring handle and all hardware is 
reinforced with backplates. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
1SKB-130 .................. Contoured trumpet case, fits most trumpets ................................ 79.99
1SKB-325 .................. Cornet case, fits most American horns 

w/o shepherd’s crook..................................................................... 79.99
1SKB-SC325.............. Cornet soft case, fits most American horns 

w/o shepherd’s crook..................................................................... 49.99
1SKB-370 .................. French horn case, fits single and double horns .......................... 124.99
1SKB-390W ............... Large universal tuba case w/ wheels .......................................... 519.99
1SKB-385W ............... Mid-sized universal tuba case w/ wheels.................................... 479.99
1SKB-330 .................. Rectangular trumpet case, fits most trumpets ............................. 79.99
1SKB-SC330.............. Rectangular trumpet soft case, fits most trumpets ...................... 49.99
1SKB-380 .................. Sousaphone case w/ wheels, fits King 2350 and Conn 20K ........ 454.99
1SKB-360 .................. Straight tenor trombone case, fits straight tenor w/ 8" bell ....... 104.99
1SKB-375 .................. Universal euphonium case, fits most upright bell 

three and four valve euphoniums ................................................ 184.99
1SKB-462 .................. Universal pro tenor trombone case, fits open and 

traditional, wrap f-attachment tenors ........................................ 144.99 

1SKB-462

1SKB-140

GATOR LIGHTWEIGHT BAND CASES Lightweight 
nylon exteriors with plush covered dense EPS foam interi-
ors. Features interlocking comfort grip handles, no-slip rub-
ber shoulder pad and reinforced handles. Includes remov-
able shoulder strap with D-rings and clips on most models. 
Models shown below are black, some clarinet, flute, and sax 
options have alternate color options. Please call for more 
choices.  Dimensions given are exterior (interior dimensions not 
specified by Gator at time of printing).
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
GL-ALTO-SAX-A ......... Alto sax, 26.97" L x 11.42" W x 7.5" H, 7lbs.................................. 89.99
GL-CLARINET-A ......... Clarinet, 14.17" L x 9.25" W x 5.5" H, 2.75lbs .............................. 49.99
GL-CORNET-A ............ Cornet, 19.09" L x 13.19" W x 7.5" H, 5lbs .................................... 54.99
GL-FLUTE-A ............... Flute, 17.91" L x 6.25" W x 4.25" H , 2lbs ..................................... 29.99
GL-FRENCHHORN-A... French horn, 27.17" L x 19.69" W x 15.35" H, 9lbs ....................... 99.99
GL-OBOE-A ................ Oboe, 15.35" L x 7.09" W x 5.7" H , 2.7lbs .................................... 44.99
GL-TENOR-SAX-A....... Tenor sax, 34.45" L x 15.75" W x 9.25" H, 6.5lbs .......................... 89.99
GL-TROMBONE-A ....... Trombone, 35.83" L x 13.78" W x 11.02" H , 12.75lbs................. 129.99
GL-TRUMPET-A.......... Trumpet, 22.44" L x 12.5" W x 5" H, 5.5lbs ................................... 69.99 

GL-TENOR-SAX-A

GATOR DELUXE ABS BAND CASES These 
molded cases have heavy-duty aluminum valances, 
through-bolted handle for extra strength, triple 
chrome plated hardware with lockable latches, 
form-fitted EPS interior with plush lining, and 
D-rings for adding a shoulder strap. Dimensions 
given are exterior (interior dims not specified by 
Gator at time of printing).
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
GC-ALTO-SAX ............ Alto sax, 27.17" L x 13.39" W x 8" H, 8lbs..................................... 89.99
GC-ALTO-RECT .......... Alto sax, rectangular case, 25" L x 12.5"W x 7.5" H, 10lbs ........... 89.99
GC-CLARINET ............ Clarinet, 15.55" L x 10.43" W x 5.51" H, 3lbs ............................... 49.99
GC-FLUTE-B/C........... Flute, 17.32" L x 5" W x 3" H, 2lbs ................................................ 39.99
GC-FRENCHHORN...... French horn, 27.56" L x 19.69" W x 15.35" H, 23lbs ................... 119.99
GC-TENOR-SAX.......... Tenor sax, 34.65" L x 17.13" W x 8" H, 6.5lbs ............................... 99.99
GC-TROMBONE .......... Trombone, 37.99" L x 12.2" W x 11.42" H, 6lbs ............................. 99.99
GC-TRUMPET............. Trumpet, 22.83" L x 10.24" W x 7.09" H, 6lbs ............................... 54.99 

GC-TRUMPET

ULTIMATE JAM STANDS INSTRUMENT STANDS
All of these carry a 3-year manufacturer’s warranty.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
JS-CS50..........Cello stand, 22" height, adjustable arms ................................................. 34.99
JS-CL25 ..........Clarinet stand, 5.3" height ....................................................................... 14.99
JS-TB50 ..........Trombone stand, spring-loaded bell shaped holder, 

18.5" base spread, 29.5-42.9" adjustable height .................................... 19.99
JS-TR75 ..........Trumpet stand, spring-loaded bell shaped holder, 

11.8" base spread, 16.5" height ............................................................... 12.99
JS-SS25 ..........Soprano sax stand, round base w/bell holder, 

6.3" base diameter, 7.1" height ............................................................... 14.99
JS-SS75 ..........Multi-Peg sax stand, w/2 bell holders 

for clarinets/flutes, 17.9" base spread, 19.3" height ............................... 19.99
JS-DS100........Double tenor/alto sax stand, 19.9" width, 13.8" height ............................ 28.99
JS-STS100 ......Standing sax stand, 22.8" base spread, 33"-50" height .......................... 28.99
JS-BS50..........Baritone Sax stand, base spread 22", 32.7"-33.9" height ........................ 28.99 

JS-CS50

KORG WI-TUNE WIRELESS INSTRUMENT 
TUNER  The world's first wireless instrument 
tuner features a clip on transmitter that sends 
a signal to a large backlit LCD tuner that can 
be placed on a music stand, table, or on the 
floor to accommodate any situation. The main tuner body also has an internal mic 
and sound out mode that will produce an audible reference pitch from an internal 
speaker. The transmitter comes in a Clip-on variety for use with guitar, violin, and 
other string instruments or a strap version for use with saxophone, clarinet or other 
wind instruments. Markings indicate pure major third and minor third intervals. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
WI-TUNE-WR01 ......... Chromatic tuner, standard clip ................................................... 129.99
WI-TUNE-WR01S ....... Chromatic tuner, includes strap ................................................. 149.99

NEW!
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GATOR STIK STAND A series of drum stands that provide a secure 
way to set up snares, tenors, and bass drums. They are light and easy 
to transport. Stadium hook design allows player to go from the field 
to the stadium by simply adjusting the stand’s height.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
GP-XLS-TS1............... Tenor drum stand ........................................................................ 163.48
GP-XLS-ST1............... J-Arm snare stand ....................................................................... 115.25
GP-XLS-BD1 .............. Bass drum stand ......................................................................... 219.99
GP-XLS-SD1 .............. Snare stand ................................................................................. 109.76

GATOR ALUMINUM VEST MARCHING DRUM CARRIERS Gator’s XL Lite 
Series of aluminum marching drum carriers are the highest quality of lightweight 
carriers, providing wearers durability and a custom fit. The deluxe bass drum carrier 
replaces the hooks on the BD2 model with a swivel hook and adjustable support rods 
system for optimal bass drum positioning.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
GP-XLC-SD2 .............. OmniVest marching snare drum carrier ...................................... 259.99
GP-XLC-QS2 .............. Quad/Sext tenor drums carrier .................................................... 334.99
GP-XLC-QD2.............. Quad/Quint tenor drums carrier .................................................. 259.28
GP-XLC-BD2.............. Marching bass drum carrier ........................................................ 209.99
GP-XLC-DBD1 ........... Deluxe marching bass drum carrier ............................................ 249.99

GATOR T-BAR MARCHING DRUM CARRIERS The XL Lite T-bar carrier is the 
original aluminum marching carrier and continues to be the standard for many 
domestic and international marching groups. The lightweight design provides flex-
ibility and support with utmost comfort and security.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
GP-XLC-SD3 .............. Lite snare carrier ......................................................................... 189.99
GP-XLC-QD3.............. Lite Quad/Quint carrier ................................................................ 269.99
GP-XLC-BD3.............. Lite bass drum carrier ................................................................. 169.99

GATOR MARCHING SERIES DRUM CASES All cases belong to Gator’s 
Protechtor Percussion Classic Series (except the GP-PE217/EB), come in black, 
feature carry handles, and come with a limited, lifetime warranty.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
GP-PC204/EB............ Large black quad/quint tenor drums case w/wheels ................... 209.99
GP-PC234/EB............ Small trio/quad tenor drums case ............................................... 199.99
GP-PC217/EB............ Marching snare drum case ........................................................... 89.99
GP-PE217/EB ............ Elite Series foamless marching snare case w/ wheels ................ 114.99
GP-PC219/EB............ Large black marching snare drum case ........................................ 93.99
GP-PC1614MBD ........ 16"x14" marching bass drum case ............................................... 72.99
GP-PC1814MBD ........ 18"x14" marching bass drum case ............................................... 83.99
GP-PC2014MBD ........ 20"x14" marching bass drum case ............................................. 104.99
GP-PC2214MBD ........ 22"x14" marching bass drum case ............................................. 125.99
GP-PC2414MBD ........ 24"x14" marching bass drum case ............................................. 141.99
GP-PC2614MBD ........ 26"x14" marching bass drum case ............................................. 156.99
GP-PC2814MBD ........ 28"x14" marching bass drum case ............................................. 156.99
GP-PC3016MBD ........ 30"x16" marching bass drum case ............................................. 167.99
GP-PC3216MBD ........ 32"x16" marching bass drum case ............................................. 167.99

GATOR MARCHING DRUM COVERS Made of 1680 
Denier nylon, these marching drum covers stay in place 
thanks to Velcro straps and feature 5mm padding with hook 
and loop tabs for adjusting.  They also include elastic hooks 
for securing the cover to the drum.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
GP-MDC-1113 ........... 11"x13" snare drum cover ............................................................. 34.99
GP-MDC-1214 ........... 12"x14" snare drum cover ............................................................. 34.99
GP-MDC-1418 ........... 14"x18" bass drum cover .............................................................. 34.99
GP-MDC-1420 ........... 14"x20" bass drum cover .............................................................. 34.99
GP-MDC-1422 ........... 14"x22" bass drum cover .............................................................. 34.99
GP-MDC-1424 ........... 14"x24" bass drum cover .............................................................. 39.99
GP-MDC-1426 ........... 14"x26" bass drum cover .............................................................. 39.99
GP-MDC-1428 ........... 14"x28" bass drum cover .............................................................. 49.99
GP-MDC-1630 ........... 16"x30" bass drum cover .............................................................. 49.99
GP-MDC-QDSM.......... Small quad tenor drums cover ...................................................... 49.99
GP-MDC-QDLG .......... Large quad tenor drums cover ...................................................... 54.99

FOR MORE GATOR PERCUSSION CASES,
INCLUDING CUSTOM-SIZED MODELS -

PLEASE CALL 800-356-5844
OR VISIT FULLCOMPASS.COM

GATOR CYMBAL CASES & BAGS All cymbal bags and cases 
come in black and fit cymbals up to 22" in diameter. Cymbal cases 
feature handle grips and a wing nut system that secures cymbals 
during transportation.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
GP12 ....................Nylon cymbal bag with fur-lined foam interior 

w/shoulder strap, dividers .................................................................. 69.99
GP-ARTIST-CYM ...Cymbal bag w/shoulder strap, dividers, synthetic wool interior .......... 99.99
GP-PC302/EB.......Cymbal case w//handle, wing nut system........................................... 72.99
GP-PE302/EB .......Cymbal case w/wheels, extended handle, wing nut .......................... 104.99

GP12

GP-XLS-TS1

GATOR SNARE KIT CASES The snare kit bag is made of 
600-Denier nylon, is capable of holding a snare drum, practice 
pad, snare stand and sticks in its 2 zipper pouches (1 large, 1 
small). It also features a removable handle & wheels assembly 
as well as shoulder straps so that the bag can be worn like a 
backpack. The snare and bell kit bag holds a set of practice 
bells as well as a snare drum, sticks, and other accessories. Also 
features backpack straps and a removable handle & wheels.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
GP-SNR/BELL-KIT...... Snare drum/practice bells bag w/backpack 

straps & removable handle/wheels ............................................. 104.99
GP-SNR-KIT-BAG....... Backpack-style snare drum bag w/detachable 

wheels/handle assembly ............................................................... 79.99

GP-SNR-KIT-BAG

GP-XLC-SD2 GP-XLC-QS2

GP-XLC-SD3

GP-XLC-QD2

GP-XLC-QD3

GP-XLC-BD2

GP-XLC-BD3

We service many of the major brands that we carry.
Call our Authorized Repair Department at ext. 1172

Honesty and Value
since 1971
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INTELLISTAGE CHORAL RISERS
TuffCoat and industrial finishes are also available by special order. Create a custom 
stage online at intellistage.com or call for full riser options.  
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
ISCR12C...............18" wide three-tier choral riser package -

carpet finish, straight configuration, holds 12 performers ............... 599.99
ISCR36C...............18" wide three-tier choral riser package -

carpet finish, straight configuration, holds 36 performers ............. 1799.99
ISCR60C...............18" wide three-tier choral riser package -

carpet finish, straight configuration, holds 60 performers ............. 2999.99
ISCRW24C............18" wide three-tier choral riser package -

carpet finish, winged configuration, holds 24 performers .............. 1199.99
ISCRSC60C ..........18" wide three-tier choral riser package -

carpet finish, semicircular configuration, holds 60 performers ...... 2999.99

INTELLISTAGE PORTABLE STAGE SYSTEMS
Consisting of modular, lightweight yet rugged platforms and collapsible risers, 
IntelliStage systems can be set up in a wide variety of heights and configurations by 
a single person. Sturdy and durable, platforms are capable of bearing weight up to 
185lbs/sq ft and are available in carpet or duraflex finish. When it’s time to break down, 
you'll find that disassembly and storage are equally convenient. IntelliStage systems 
are available in kits with an optional compact storage flight case featuring integrated 
casters to transport your stage just about anywhere. As your needs grow, so can your 
stage system -- platforms and risers are also available on an individual basis. Optional 
upgrade accessories like storage cases for larger systems and stage skirts are also 
available. Numerous options available, please call for assistance. Common setups 
listed below.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
96 Square Ft Stage – 12'x8' Stage System (6 - 4'x4' carpeted platforms)
ISTAGE1288 .........8" high complete stage system (6 matching risers, 8") ................. 1649.99
ISTAGE12816 .......16" high complete stage system (6 matching risers, 16") ............. 1699.99
ISTAGE12824 .......24" high complete stage system (6 matching risers, 24") ............. 1749.99
ISTAGE12832 .......  32" high complete stage system (6 matching risers, 32") ............. 1789.99
192 Square Ft Stage – 12'x16' Stage System (12 - 4'x4' carpeted platforms)
ISTAGE12168 .......8" high complete stage system (12 matching risers, 8") ............... 3289.99
ISTAGE121616 .....16" high complete stage system (12 matching risers, 16") ........... 3369.99
ISTAGE121624 .....24" high complete stage system (12 matching risers, 24") ........... 3499.99
ISTAGE121632 ..... 32" high complete stage system (12 matching risers, 32") .................CALL
288 Square Ft Stage – 12'x24' Stage System (18 - 4'x4' carpeted platforms)
ISTAGE12248 .......8" high complete stage system (18 matching risers, 8") .....................CALL
ISTAGE122416 .....16" high complete stage system (18 matching risers, 16") .................CALL
ISTAGE122424 .....24" high complete stage system (18 matching risers, 24") .................CALL
ISTAGE122432 .....32" high complete stage system (18 matching risers, 32") .................CALL
6" Drum Riser
ISDRUM6X6 .......... 6'x6', 6" high drummer’s platform – 

3'x3' carpeted platforms (4) & 6" legs (20) ...................................... 599.99
ATA Flight Cases for Systems (sold separately)
ISC6X3X3C ...........Flight case – fits 6 3'x3' platforms & 6 pcs of matching risers ....... 519.99
ISC6X4X4C ...........Flight case – fits 6 4'x4' platforms & 6 pcs of matching risers ....... 749.99

FOR MORE INTELLISTAGE PRODUCTS,
VISIT OUR WEBSITE

FULLCOMPASS.COM

INTELLISTAGE STAGE ACCESSORIES
Complete any riser system with stage skirts and additional hardware.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
ISSK8X8 ...............8ft by 8ft stage skirt ........................................................................... 65.00             
ISSK8X16 .............8ft by 16ft stage skirt ......................................................................... 75.00
ISSK8X24 .............8ft by 24ft stage skirt ......................................................................... 90.00            
ISSK8X32 .............8ft by 32ft stage skirt ....................................................................... 100.00
ISSKRTCLIPX8 ......Stage skirt clips, 8 pack ..................................................................... 22.00
IS6LEGX10 ...........Drum riser feet .................................................................................... 50.00
ISSTCUP ...............Riser leveling cups, 25 pack ............................................................... 29.99
ISSJ ......................Connecting hardware for platforms and steps.................................... 29.99

SHOWN WITH
OPTIONAL GUARD

RAILS & CASE

INTELLISTAGE RAMPS
These equipment and wheelchair ramps allow easy access to the stage. Ramps 
consist of metal frames, adjustable legs and the modular design allows the flexibility 
to easily upgrade when stage heights change. All ramp packages are available in the 
following finishes: carpet, tuffcoat, industrial (industrial coat models below). All 
wheelchair ramps have a 1:12 slope ratio and guard rails. For more ramp options 
please see the custom stage-builder at www.intellistage.com or call for more info.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
Straight Ramps
IS16RI ......... Equipment ramp for 16" high stages, industrial coat finish ................... 1499.99
IS24RIGR .... Equipment ramp for 24" high stages w/guard rails, ind.coat finish ....... 3499.99
IS32RIGR .... Equipment ramp for 32" high stages w/guard rails, ind.coat finish  ............CALL
IS8RWI ........ Wheelchair ramp for 8" high stages, industrial coat finish .................... 2199.99
IS16RWI ...... Wheelchair ramp for 16" high stages, industrial coat finish ........................CALL
Straight Ramps w/ Landing
IS16RLI ....... Equipment ramp for 16" high stages w/landing, industrial coat finish .. 2199.99
IS24RLI ....... Equipment ramp for 24" high stages w/landing, industrial coat finish .. 2899.99
IS24RLIGR... Equipment ramp for 24" stages w/landing, guard rails, ind.coat finish ..........CALL
IS16RLWI .... Wheelchair ramp for 16" high stages w/landing, industrial coat finish ...........CALL
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NATIONAL PUBLIC SEATING STAGES
Built with 16-gauage steel frames & premium grade plywood core, these carpeted 
stages are durable & portable. Legs are made with 14-gauge tubular steel & outfitted 
with spring-loaded easy to open & close support brackets, for quick set-up & safe 
use. Carpeted surfaces are available in blue, green, red, & gray.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
Stage w/ Carpeted Surface
S368C ....................... 36W x 96L x 8H ............................................................................ 364.67
S3616C ..................... 36W x 96L x 16H .......................................................................... 394.17
S3624C ..................... 36W x 96L x 24H .......................................................................... 410.58
S3632C ..................... 36W x 96L x 32H .......................................................................... 421.95
S488C ....................... 48W x 96L x 8H ............................................................................ 508.55
S4816C ..................... 48W x 96L x 16H .......................................................................... 537.81
S4824C ..................... 48W x 96L x 24H .......................................................................... 550.02
S4832C ..................... 48W x 96L x 32H .......................................................................... 571.03
Stage Set
SST36C...................... 36", includes S368C, S3616C, S3624C, & 2 guard rails ........... 1288.81
SST48C...................... 48", includes S488C, S4816C, S4824C, & 2 guard rails ........... 1715.84
Stage Configuration
SCRC36C................... 36", 3 sets of SST36C, 4 sets of SPST36C, & guard rails ...............CALL
SBRC48C................... 48", 3 sets of SST48C, 4 sets of SPST48C, & guard rails ...............CALL
Stage Pie w/ Carpeted Surface
SP368C ..................... 36", for 36W x 8H stage .............................................................. 221.45
SP3616C ................... 36", for 36W x 16H stage ............................................................ 311.28
SP3624C ................... 36", for 36W x 24H stage ............................................................ 419.19
SP488C ..................... 48", for 48W x 8H stage .............................................................. 259.15
SP4816C ................... 48", for 48W x 16H stage ............................................................ 361.07
SP4824C ................... 48", for 48W x 24H stage ............................................................ 774.87
Stage Pie Set
SPST36C ................... 36", includes SP368C, SP3616C, SP3624C ................................. 939.65
SPST48C ................... 48", includes SP488C, SP4816C, SP4824C ............................... 1395.10
Steps for Stages
STP16........................ Step (1) for 16"H stage ............................................................... 208.28
STP24........................ Steps (2) for 24"H stage ............................................................. 311.22
STP32........................ Steps (3) for 32"H stage ............................................................. 407.69
Guard Rails for Stages
GRS30 ....................... 30"W guard rail ............................................................................. 49.80
GRS36 ....................... 36"W guard rail ............................................................................. 52.96
GRS48 ....................... 48"W guard rail ............................................................................. 59.72
Stage Skirting
SS8............................ shirred pleat skirting for 8"H stage............................................... 13.58
SS16.......................... shirred pleat skirting for 16"H stage............................................. 13.58
SS24.......................... shirred pleat skirting for 24"H stage............................................. 14.78
SS32.......................... shirred pleat skirting for 32"H stage............................................. 17.60
SB8 ........................... box pleat skirting for 8"H stage .................................................... 16.63
SB16 ......................... box pleat skirting for 16"H stage .................................................. 16.63
SB24 ......................... box pleat skirting for 24"H stage .................................................. 18.20
SB32 ......................... box pleat skirting for 32"H stage .................................................. 21.25
Stage Storage/Transport
SDL............................ Stage dolly for 36"W & 48"W stages ........................................... 588.92 

SHOWN WITH
OPTIONAL

GUARD RAILS

NATIONAL PUBLIC SEATING RISERS
The Trans-Port riser unit eliminates the need to set up multi level risers. It is an 
all-in-one 3-level carpeted choral riser that is easy to transport with built-in wheels 
and allows for quick set up.  Has 14-gauge steel legs & aluminum frames keeping it 
lightweight & strong. Standard standing risers are also easy to set up & allow for 
quick arrangement. Units easily attach to one another to provide multi level heights. 
Available in both straight & tapered units, allowing for continuous or semi-circle 
arrangements. Come with  red, green, gray, or blue carpeting. Guard rails (black) are 
recommended to ensure safety and are easy to assemble/install. Please note: most of 
these items are too large to ship UPS. Please allow minor lead time for us to provide 
you an accurate freight estimate based on your needs. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
Trans-Port 3-Level Choral Risers (choose color)
TP72.......................... Straight, 23"W x 72"L x 22"H ...................................................... 682.29
TPR72 ....................... Tapered, 23"W x 72"L x 22"H....................................................... 682.29
GRTPR ....................... Guard rail for TP72 & TPR72 ....................................................... 119.52
Straight Standard Risers w/Carpet (choose color)
RS8C ......................... 18"W x 96"L x 8"H ....................................................................... 250.29
RS16C ....................... 18"W x 96"L x 16"H ..................................................................... 271.00
RS24C ....................... 18"W x 96"L x 24"H ..................................................................... 274.12
RS32C ....................... 18"W x 96"L x 32"H ..................................................................... 282.49
RS2LC ....................... 2-levels (includes RS8C, RS16C) ................................................ 521.29
RS3LC ....................... 3-levels (includes RS8C, RS16C, RS24C) .................................... 795.41
RS4LC ....................... 4-level (includes RS8C, RS16C, RS24C, RS32C) ....................... 1077.90
Tapered Standard Risers w/Carpet (choose color)
RT8C ......................... 18"W x 60"L x 8"H ....................................................................... 179.55
RT16C ....................... 18"W x 66"L x 16"H ..................................................................... 196.36
RT24C ....................... 18"W x 72"L x 24"H ..................................................................... 210.55
RT32C ....................... 18"W x 78"L x 32"H ..................................................................... 227.43
RT2LC........................ 2 level (includes RT8C, RT16C) ................................................... 365.99
RT3LC........................ 3 level (includes RT8C, RT16C, RT24C)....................................... 593.71
RT4LC........................ 4 level (includes RT8C, RT16C, RT24C, RT32C) .......................... 830.24
Guard Rails for Risers (black)
GRR24S ..................... Guard rail for 24"H straight riser ................................................ 122.70
GRR32S ..................... Guard rail for 32"H straight riser ................................................ 130.48
GRR24T ..................... Guard rail for 24"H tapered riser................................................. 110.12
GRR32T ..................... Guard rail for 32"H tapered riser................................................. 117.91
Side Guard Rails (black) for Standard Risers
SGR2L ....................... Guard rail for 2 levels ................................................................... 55.06
SGR3L ....................... Guard rail for 3 levels ................................................................... 59.72
SGR4L ....................... Guard rail for 4 levels ................................................................... 64.64 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
 Call today or visit us online!

Honesty and Value
since 1971
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FPBBUL37

FPBBULC32

TC15-BK

BRETFORD FLAT PANEL CARTS
These wide-body carts are UL Listed to 1667 standards for schools and provide a 
secure solution for holding and transporting flat panel monitors. Each cart features 
a wide-body design, adjustable flat panel mount with 0 to 15° forward tilt, and a 
handle for easy maneuvering. Models with “C” come with lower cabinet. Does not 
include monitor.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
FPBBUL32-E4BK ....... 30"-42" monitor size, 2 outlets, 32"W x 27.5"D x 66"H ............... 484.38
FPBBUL32-M4BK ...... As above w/3 outlets ................................................................... 484.38
FPBBUL32-P4BK ....... As above w/no outlets ................................................................. 445.50
FPBBULC32-E4BK ..... 30"-42" monitor size, 2 outlets, 32"W x 27.5"D x 70"H ............... 820.80
FPBBULC32-M4BK .... As above w/ 3 outlets  ................................................................. 820.80
FPBBULC32-P4BK..... As above w/no outlets ................................................................. 781.92
FPBBUL37-E5BK ....... 36"-47" monitor size, 2 outlets, 36.25"W x 28.75"D x 66"H ........ 586.44
FPBBUL37-M5BK ...... As above w/ 3 outlets .................................................................. 586.44
FPBBUL37-P5BK ....... As above w/no outlets ................................................................. 547.56
FPBBUL42-E5BK ....... 42"-52" monitor size, 2 outlets, 40"W x 32.5"D x 66"H ............... 639.36
FPBBUL42-M5BK ...... As above w/ 3 outlets  ................................................................. 639.36
FPBBUL42-P5BK ....... As above w/no outlets ................................................................. 600.48 

BRETFORD 30-COMPUTER LAPTOP CARTS
These carts store and charge up to 30 laptop computers. Top shelf features a non-
slip rubber mat and a hole at the back for cord management and access to electrical 
units. Two surge and overload-protected 15-outlet electrical units are installed in 
the front or rear of cart. A 3-outlet electrical unit is attached to the back panel for 
powering additional equipment. Padlock-secured perforated doors and rear and 
side panels allow for ventilation of equipment when charging. UL versions that con-
form with UL 60950 standards for Safety of Informational Technology are available. 
Models come in Grey Mist (part numbers below) or Concrete powder paint finish.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
LAP30EBA-GM  .......... Welded cart w/ 5" casters & rear electrical units ..................... 1517.94
LAP30EULBA-GM ....... UL version of above ................................................................... 1825.74
LAP30EFR-GM ........... Welded cart w/ 5" casters & front electrical units .................... 1517.94
LAP30EULFR-GM ....... UL version of above ................................................................... 1825.74
LAP30ERBBA-GM ...... Welded cart w/ 8" casters & rear electrical units ..................... 1744.74
LAP30ERBFR-GM ...... Welded cart w/ 8" casters & front electrical units  ................... 1744.74
LAPTMR2 ................... Laptop computer cart charging timer ......................................... 330.48 

BRETFORD MOBILE 19" RACKMOUNT PRESENTATION CARTS
The TC15 provides room for a projector and presentation materials on the top shelf 
and has 2  pull out shelves for a laptop and document camera. Locking lower cabinet 
includes a 19" rackmount with front and rear door for easy access to cords. TC15FC 
has the same features but includes a mounting pole for up to 42" monitors with a 
200mm VESA mounting hole pattern. The FF models include a UL & C-UL listed, surge 
protected, 4-outlet electrical assembly with on/off switch & 20' grounded power cord. 
Electrical unit mounts inside the lower cabinet.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
TC15-BK .................... Cabinet multimedia cart 32"W x 24"D x 42"H ............................. 562.14
TC15FF-BK ................ As TC15-BK but adds 4-outlet electrical assembly ..................... 623.16
TC15FC-BK................ Cabinet flat panel cart 32"W x 24"D x 70"H 

w/ flat panel mt pole ................................................................... 788.94
TC15FCFF-BK............ As TC15FC-BK but adds 4-outlet electrical assembly ................. 849.96 

BRETFORD UCS880 MOBILE MULTIMEDIA INSTRUCTOR DESK
This desk features a cabinet with 19" rackmount rails for multimedia equipment and 
2 accessory shelves for additional items. Work surface includes 4 holes, which lead 
to a full width cord bin and the rear of the cabinet. Cabinet features a locking door 
and rear access panel. Work surface is height adjustable. Model shown in Grey Mist, 
but custom colors are available. Call for more information.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
UCS880-GM............... Multimedia instructor desk, grey mist finish............................... 706.40 

LAP30ERBFR-GM
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BRETFORD ANTIMICROBIAL LAPTOP / PROJECTOR CARTS
These products are intended to inhibit the growth of mold, mildew and fungus on 
the product’s surface. The Antimicrobial finishes are built into the product during 
the manufacturing process and become an intrinsic part of the product’s surface. 
Laptop carts store 15, 18, 24, 30 or 32 laptop computers. Due to electrical limitations, 
each 9-outlet electrical unit must be plugged into separate circuits and not separate 
outlets, or use the LAPTMR2 to automatically switch from charging one bank of 
computers to the other. Resettable combination padlock included. Projector carts 
feature a pull out laptop computer shelf that can be set at a seated or standing height. 
All data projector carts can be equipped with UL listed electrical outlets that include 
a 20' power cord. All models below in concrete finish. Please call for different colors 
and more options.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
LAPTG15ESA-CTBMT ... 15-unit laptop card w/electrical.............................................. 1139.94
LAP18EULBA-CTMBT ... 18-unit UL-listed laptop cart w/electrical in back .................. 1670.22
LAP24EULBA-CTMBT ... 24-unit UL-listed laptop cart w/electrical in back .................. 1800.90
LAP30EULBA-CTMBT ... 30-unit UL-listed laptop cart w/electrical in back .................. 1881.36
TCPUL23-CTMBT ......... Projector cart w/4" twin wheel casters ...................................... 562.14
TCP23FF-CTMBT ......... Projector cart w/10-outlet electric, 4" twin wheel casters ......... 623.16
TCP23-CTMBT ............. Projector cart w/4" hard rubber casters .................................... 562.14
TCP23FF-CTMBT ......... Projector cart w/10-outlet electric, 4" hard rubber casters ....... 623.16
LAPTMR2 ..................... Automatic laptop computer cart charging timer ....................... 330.48

BRETFORD CR8500 / CR4500 SERIES FOLDING TABLES
Available in rectangle, trapezoid, quarter round, and half-round shapes for endless 
configurations. Tables fold to 4-1/2" flat for easy storage and feature a built-in 
handle. They have a 1" thick laminate work surface, and heavy-duty steel base. Meet 
or exceed ANSI/BIFMA safety and quality standards. Models shown have grey mist 
finish with black bases. Other finishes are available, call for custom quotes (too 
many to list here).
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
Seminar Tables – 18" deep work surface, seats 2-3, not for use with CR8500 series
CR4500-GM..........60" W x 29" H, 76lbs, grey mist finish w/black base ........................ 268.81
CR4502-GM..........72" W x 29" H, 92lbs, grey mist finish w/black base ........................ 351.92
Rectangle – 27" deep work surface, w/modesty panel
CR8500-GM..........53.5" W x 29" H, 88lbs, grey mist finish w/black base, seats 2 ....... 268.81
CR8502-GM..........72" W x 29" H, 102lbs, grey mist finish w/black base, seats 4-6 ..... 351.92
Trapezoid – 23.25" deep work surface, w/front modesty panel, combine three with 
CR8500 tables for a U-shape configuration, or 6 for a hexagon configuration
CR8501-GM..........57.5" W x 29" H, 70lbs, grey mist finish w/black base ..................... 310.88
Half Moon – 28" deep, front modesty panel, combine with CR8500 or CR4500 for a 
conference table, or use 2 for a 54" round table
CR8505-GM..........54" W x 29" H, 79lbs, grey mist finish w/black base, seats 2 .......... 293.44
Quarter Round-27" deep, front modesty panel, combine 2 with CR8500 for U-shape, or 
4 for a 190" round configuration, seats 2
CR8506-GM..........63" W x 29" H, 85lbs, grey mist finish w/black base, seats 2 .......... 342.68

BRETFORD CONNECTIONS STUDENT CLASSROOM DESKS
These are small (30" wide) desks that are ideal for individual work yet easily com-
bines for group configurations. Height adjustable legs (24"-32") include a backpack 
hook, two per table. Features 1" adjustable leveling glides or 4" casters, two locking. 
Models below have a Grey Mist finish with Black Base. Other finishes are available 
for custom quotes.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CD3576-GMB ............ 30" D, glides, 30" W x 30" D x 24" H, 60lbs ................................ 179.04
CD3577C-GMB .......... 30" D, 4" casters, 30" W x 30" D x 24" H, 63lbs ......................... 202.63
CD3584-GMB ............ 24" D, glides, 30" W x 24" D x 24" H, 61lbs ................................ 172.88
CD3585C-GMB .......... 24" D, 4" casters, 30" W x 24" D x 24" H, 67lbs ......................... 192.37
CD3586-GMB ............ 20" D, glides, 30" W x 20" D x 24" H, 51lbs ................................ 168.26

BRETFORD NETBOOK 32 MICRO COMPUTER LAPTOP CART
Stores and charges up to 32 netbook computers with 10" screens. It has 2 inte-
rior shelves with 8 vertical compartments per shelf. Includes 32-outlet UL electrical 
system with an automatic timer. Rear panel access is available to the electrical, 
and a resettable combination padlock is included. Complies with GREENGUARD 
Environmental Institute’s GREENGUARD Children & Schools Indoor Air Quality 
standards, contributing to points toward LEED Certification.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
NETBOOK32 ................. 32 netbook storage cart w/electrical, 5" casters, 154lbs ........ 1450.44
NETBOOK32-ANMBT .... As above with Antimicrobial finish .......................................... 1504.44

8500 / CR4500 SERIES FOLDING TABLES

LAP18EULBA-CTMBT

CD3577C-GMB

Shop anytime. Buy online. fullcompass.com Honesty and Value
since 1971
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DA-LITE HUSKY HAULER BOOK TRUCKS 
These heavy-duty steel book trucks assemble 
quickly with 4" locking casters that make 
even the heaviest loads roll easily. Choose 
from four models, each with a unique com-
bination of shelves to meet your specific 
needs. All units are 17"D x 30"W x 48"H. Dove 
gray powder coated finish.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
7038.......................... HH-100, 3 sloping shelves .......................................................... 338.18
7039.......................... HH-101, 2 sloping shelves, 1 flat shelf ....................................... 313.24
7040.......................... HH-102, 2 flat shelves, 1 sloping shelf ....................................... 288.29
7041.......................... HH-103, 3 flat shelves ................................................................ 261.95 

DA-LITE CT-LS SERIES LAPTOP STORAGE CARTS
These are lockable mobile storage carts for laptop computers. The top shelf has a 
1/2" lip on 3 sides for safety and supports a printer and server device. Ships partially 
assembled & is available in a dove gray powder coated finish. Laptop cell partitions 
are individually removable for greater storage flexibility. The rear panel is removable 
to provide convenient access to electrical compartment. Available with an optional 
12- or 17-outlet electrical assembly for laptop recharging.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
6300.......................... CT-LS20 mobile storage cart (holds up to 20 laptops), 

43 1/8"H x 30"W x 23 1/4"D ........................................................ 629.49
6316.......................... CT-E12 12-outlet electrical assembly for CT-LS series carts ........ 90.09
5097.......................... CT-E17 17-outlet electrical assembly for CT-LS series carts ...... 110.88 

DA-LITE MODULAR STUDY CARREL SYSTEM
The Alpha model has a 29.25" wide work surface, and the larger Beta model has a 35.5" 
wide work surface. Both models are 22.5" in depth and have a 29" surface height.

• Modular system allows study carrels to be rearranged, expanded or
    contracted at any time
• Sharing of common sides and fronts substantially reduces cost without
    compromising quality
• Constructed of furniture-grade particle board with simulated  birch work
   surface and dividers with black T-mold edges
• Legs and bookshelf are steel with black powder-coated finish

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
5203.......................... Alpha series starter study carrel (A-S model), 

46"H x 29.25"W x 22.5"D, 58lbs .................................................. 223.15
5204.......................... Alpha series adder study carrel (A-A model), 

46"H x 29.25"W x 22.5"D, 46lbs .................................................. 178.79
5205.......................... Beta series starter study carrel (B-S model), 

45" H x 35.5" W x 22.5"D, 68lbs.................................................. 238.39
5206.......................... Beta series study adder carrel (B-A model), 

45" H x 35.5" W x 22.5"D, 56lbs.................................................. 191.27 

DA-LITE ADVANCE BOOK TRUCKS
These are heavy-duty steel book trucks that assemble fast. Choose from four models, 
each with a unique combination of shelves to meet your specific needs. All units are 
17"D x 30"W x 48"H.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
3545.......................... BK-211 Easy Mover Booktruck, 

handles 36" stack of books, 10" rubber wheels .......................... 129.64
5981.......................... BK-212 Booktruck, 6 sloping shelves, 4" casters ........................ 282.00
6261.......................... BK-214 Booktruck, 3 sloping shelves, 

87" shelf space, 4" lockable casters ........................................... 224.54 

GRUNDORF ROAD-RUNNER COLLAPSIBLE 
CART Weighs just over 19 lbs and can carry loads up 
to 300 lbs. It folds up for easy storage, and features 
a collapsible handle and a load-bearing platform that 
is extendable lengthwise. One pair of wheels is fixed 
while the other set swivels and includes brakes. Also 
features impact-resistant vinyl corners. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
73-001 ..................................Collapsible/extendable rolling cart .................................... 99.95    

3545

5981
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NATIONAL PUBLIC SEATING 200 SERIES FOLDING CHAIRS 
Premium all-steel (18-gauge) with electromagnetically welded seat 
back. Each chair holds 480lbs of moving weight. Environmentally 
friendly chairs; adhere to ANSI/BIFMA X7.1-2007 VOC emissions 
standards. Dimensions are 29 1/2"H x 18 1/4"W x 20 1/4"D.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
201............................ Folding chair, steel, beige .............................. 17.12
202............................ Folding chair, steel, gray ................................ 17.12
203............................ Folding chair, steel, brown ............................. 17.12
204............................ Folding chair, steel, blue ................................ 17.12
210............................ Folding chair, steel, black .............................. 17.12
240............................ Folding chair, steel, red ................................. 17.29 

204

NATIONAL PUBLIC SEATING 5200 SERIES CHAIRS 
WITH TABLET-ARM 18-gauge steel folding chairs with left 
or right high-pressure tablet-arm. Each chair holds up to 
480lbs of moving weight. Environmentally friendly; adhere to 
ANSI/BIFMA X7.1-2007 VOC emissions standards. Dimensions 
are 29 1/2"H x 20 1/2"W x 28 3/4"D; tablet-arm is 22"L x 11"W, 5/8" thick. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
5201L ........................ Folding chair, steel, beige, light oak left tablet arm ..................... 35.20
5201R ....................... Folding chair, steel, beige, light oak right tablet arm ................... 35.20
5202L ........................ Folding chair, steel, gray, gray left tablet arm .............................. 35.20
5202R ....................... Folding chair, steel, gray, gray right tablet arm ............................ 35.20 

5202R

NATIONAL PUBLIC SEATING DOLLIES FOR FOLDING CHAIRS Constructed of 
brown powder coated steel, these offer easy handling with 4 casters (2 swivel and 2 
stationary). The DY50 offers an extra swivel caster in the middle for support. They 
feature 3 tubular handles - one at each end and one in the middle.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DY35 ..............Folding chair dolly for vertical storage, 

35 chairs, 38 1/2"H x 19 1/4"W x 81"D................................................... 143.46
DY50 ..............Folding chair dolly for vertical storage, 

50 chairs, 38 1/2"H x 19 1/4"W x 109 1/2"D .......................................... 180.15 

DY35 DY50

NATIONAL PUBLIC SEATING BLOW MOLDED FOLDING TABLES Lightweight, 
they are available in 3 rectangular sizes (60", 72", 96") and 3 round sizes (48", 60", 
71"). The BT-3060 & BT-3072 have 1 3/4" thick tops, and all other tables have 2" thick 
tops. They have lightly spotted gray tops with gray textured powder coated wishbone 
shaped legs. Straight legs on round tables and Pedestal style legs on BTA Series. 
The BTA Series come in red or blue, and are height adjustable from 22"-32"H. Most 
tables offer 17-gauge strength legs, the BT48R & BT71R offer 19-gauge strength. Each 
offers a gravity slide lock or snap lock for extra stability, and a lightly textured surface 
that resists scratching, yet is smooth enough to write on. 1000 lb weight capacity on 
BT3060/3072/60R, 800 lb weight capacity on BT3096, and 700 lbs on BT48R/71R.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
BT-3060 .........Folding table, rectangular, 30" x 60" x 1.75" ........................................... 59.07
BT-3072 .........Folding table, rectangular, 30" x 72" x 1.75" ........................................... 68.47
BT-3096 .........Folding table, rectangular, 30" x 96" x 2" .............................................. 101.02
BT-1860 .........Folding table, 18"D seminar table, 18" x 60" x 2" .................................... 61.11
BT-1872 .........Folding table, 18"D seminar table, 18" x 72" x 2" .................................... 65.30
BT-1896 .........Folding table, 18"D seminar table, 18" x 96" x 2" .................................... 91.63
BT-48R ...........Folding table, round, 48" .......................................................................... 72.35
BT-60R ...........Folding table, round, 60" ........................................................................ 119.22
BT-71R ...........Folding table, round, 71" ........................................................................ 165.79
BTA-3072-04..Folding table, rectangular, 30" x 72" x 1.75", adjust. height, blue ........ 114.31
BTA-3072-40..Folding table, rectangular, 30" x 72" x 1.75", adjust. height, red .......... 114.31

BTA-3072-04

BT-60R

NATIONAL PUBLIC SEATING MOBILE BENCH CAFETERIA TABLES Tabletops 
come with flip up benches or fixed benches in 8,10 or 12 ft lengths. Frames are con-
structed with 14-gauge steel. Color options for MTB and MTFB models include gray, 
light oak, walnut, blue, green, yellow, & red. The Convertible benches can be used as a 
comfortable bench with a back or easily change into a table with bench. They can also 
combine into one large table using the optional built-in ganging device. Convertible 
benches come in 6, 7 or 8 ft lengths and color options include gray, light oak, & walnut. 
Tabletops & benches for all models are available in either plywood with TuffEdge 
guard or particleboard with vinyl T-molding. All feature a torsion bar system for safe, 
easy & reliable opening or closing.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
Plywood Core Tabletop w/Flip Up Benches (choose color)
MTB8PW.................... 8ft unit ...................................................................................... 1220.16
MTB10PW.................. 10ft unit .................................................................................... 1317.23
MTB12PW.................. 12ft unit .................................................................................... 1407.85
Particleboard Core Tabletop w/Flip Up Benches (choose color)
MTB8PB .................... 8ft unit ...................................................................................... 1018.65
MTB10PB .................. 10ft unit .................................................................................... 1081.91
MTB12PB .................. 12ft unit .................................................................................... 1118.47
Plywood Core Tabletop w/Fixed Benches (choose color)
MTFB8PW.................. 8ft unit ...................................................................................... 1111.42
MTFB10PW................ 10ft unit .................................................................................... 1201.79
MTFB12PW................ 12ft unit .................................................................................... 1280.79
Particleboard Core Tabletop w/Fixed Benches (choose color)
MTFB8PB .................. 8ft unit ........................................................................................ 915.71
MTFB10PB ................ 10ft unit ...................................................................................... 969.57
MTFB12PB ................ 12ft unit .................................................................................... 1005.48
Convertible Bench Unit (Plywood Core) (choose color)
CB72PW .................... 6ft unit ........................................................................................ 529.07
CB84PW .................... 7ft unit ........................................................................................ 553.97
CB96PW .................... 8ft unit ........................................................................................ 577.01
Convertible Bench Unit (Particleboard Core) (choose color)
CB72PB..................... 6ft unit ........................................................................................ 454.38
CB84PB..................... 7ft unit ........................................................................................ 479.28
CB96PB..................... 8ft unit ........................................................................................ 497.95 

MTFB

NATIONAL PUBLIC SEATING DOLLIES FOR FOLDING TABLES Constructed of 
brown powder coated steel, these dollies roll on 4 casters (2 swivel and 2 stationary). 
DY-3072 & DY-3096 hold 4', 5', 6', or 8' tables, laid flat, and each stack up to 12 tables 
high. A tubular handle provides stability and ease of handling. DY-60R & DY-71R offer 
vertical storage of plastic or laminate tables. The DY-60R is for 48" & 60" tables, and 
has 2 tubular handles. The DY-71R is for 71" tables, and has a front handle & side 
handles.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DY-3072 .........Folding table dolly for horizontal storage, max 72"L ............................... 164.23
DY-3096 .........Folding table dolly for horizontal storage, max 96"L ............................... 196.55
DY-60R...........Folding table dolly for vertical storage, 48" & 60" round tables ............. 148.37
DY-71R...........Folding table dolly for vertical storage, 71" round tables ....................... 178.89 

DY3906

Tenemos ventas y servicio en Español.
Expertos que hablan Español disponibles en x1178 y x1164.

Honesty and Value
since 1971


